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DRAFT

A regular meeting of the Carson City Audit Committee was scheduled for 1:00 p.m. on Monday, September
9, 2019 in the Community Center Sierra Room, 851 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada.
PRESENT: Chairperson Stephen Ferguson
Vice Chairperson Michael Bertrand
Member Lori Bagwell
Member Ernie Mayhorn
STAFF:

Sheri Russell, Chief Financial Officer
Todd Reese, Deputy District Attorney
Tamar Warren, Council and Commission Reporter

NOTE:
A recording of these proceedings, the committee’s agenda materials, and any written
comments or documentation provided to the Clerk, during the meeting, are part of the public record. These
materials are available for review, in the Clerk’s Office, during regular business hours.
1 - 2. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL (1:05:00) - Chairperson Ferguson called the meeting to
order at 1:05 p.m. Ms. Warren called the roll; a quorum was present.
3.
PUBLIC COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION (1:05:25) - Chairperson Ferguson entertained public
comment; however, none was forthcoming.
4.
POSSIBLE ACTION ON APPROVAL OF MINUTES - May 9, 2019 (1:06:00) - Chairperson
Ferguson introduced this item, and entertained a motion. Member Mayhorn moved to accept the
minutes. Member Bagwell seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
5.
POSSIBLE ACTION ON ADOPTION OF AGENDA (1:06:24) - Chairperson Ferguson
entertained modifications to the agenda; however, none were forthcoming.
6.

PUBLIC MEETING ITEMS:
6(A) DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION REGARDING THE MONITORING,
REVIEW, AND CLOSURE OF INTERNAL AUDIT FINDINGS AND / OR
RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDED IN THE AUDIT FINDINGS TRACKING REPORT, AND
TO PROVIDE A RECOMMENDATION TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS TO CLOSE
COMPLETED FINDINGS AND / OR RECOMMENDATIONS (1:06:36) - Chairperson Ferguson
introduced this item, and Ms. Russell presented the agenda materials. In response to a question, Fire Chief
Sean Slamon explained normal daily staffing for three shifts at the Fire Department. He provided
background information on decreased staffing levels in the summer of 2018 which contributed to overtime
costs. He discussed the hiring process for firefighters which Fire Department staff is currently working on
with Human Resources Department staff. He explained that “in the long run, it is less expensive to operate
in an overtime world than it is to bring extra bodies on but there are a couple things that tie to that. One
is the health of the organization and, if you work your firefighters too often, ... their leave time is going to
increase. Your burnout increases. A 56-hour work week is obviously 16 hours more than a normal
person’s work week. So that, and additional overtime on top of that, you’re looking at firefighters on the
average, some of them working 72-plus hours per week. That short-term is okay. Long-term, you have
to look into the health and welfare of the firefighter themselves and ..., from a fiscal point of view, how
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much does that cost if they have mental health issues, if they have increased sick leave, if we know when
they are tired and are still doing a physically demanding job, their risk of injury increases which now causes
another vacancy as they are off healing and recuperating. So there’s a trickle effect to that that would ...
be extremely difficult to put a factual number to. But I would look at our organization and say ... our
overtime is a little high and one of the reasons or the driving reasons is lack of extra personnel to cover
those shifts. ... As a fire chief, I’m very concerned, both fiscally but, more importantly, about the health
and welfare of my firefighters.” Chief Slamon discussed the FEMA SAFER grant and the criteria for
applying. Chief Slamon and Ms. Russell responded to questions of clarification, and discussion followed.
In response to a question, Human Resources Department Director Melanie Bruketta explained the IFC
process relative to the temporary staffing audit. Ms. Bruketta, Ms. Russell, and Mr. Reese responded to
corresponding questions of clarification.
Chairperson Ferguson entertained additional questions or comments and, when none were forthcoming,
a motion. Member Mayhorn moved to close items 3, 4, and 5 on the Temporary Staffing Audit, and
items 1 and 2 on the Fire Department Overtime Hours Audit, as discussed on the record. Member
Bagwell seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
6(B) UPDATE AND DISCUSSION ON THE SELECTED AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
PERFORMED BY EIDE BAILLY REGARDING THE SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY CREATION
AND THE FEE STRUCTURE REVIEW (1:43:36) - Chairperson Ferguson introduced this item, and Ms.
Russell introduced Eide Bailly Partner Dan Carter and Senior Manager Audrey Donovan. Mr. Carter
advised that he would soon be leaving Eide Bailly, and that he and Ms. Donovan have been working
together to develop the audit plans. Mr. Carter introduced Eide Bailly Audit Partner Joe Aguilar and
advised he would be available on an as-needed basis. Ms. Donovan and Mr. Aguilar introduced
themselves, for the record, and each provided an overview of their experience.
Ms. Donovan provided an update on the Citywide Social Media and the Citywide Fee Structure Audits, and
responded to questions. Extensive discussion followed. Ms. Donovan provided an update on the Fraud,
Waste, and Abuse Hotline. Chairperson Ferguson thanked Ms. Donovan for her presentation.
6(C) DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION REGARDING PROJECTS TO BE
PERFORMED BY THE INTERNAL AUDITOR FOR THE PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 2020,
AND RECOMMENDING TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MOVING FORWARD WITH
THE IDENTIFIED FY 20 AUDIT WORK PROGRAM (2:03:49) - Chairperson Ferguson introduced
this item, and Ms. Russell presented the agenda materials. Extensive discussion took place to prioritize the
audit projects. At Chairperson Ferguson’s request, Eide Bailly Senior Manager Audrey Donovan reviewed
the list of proposed internal audits in consideration of the available budget. Ms. Donovan, Mr. Carter, and
Ms. Russell responded to questions of clarification, and additional discussion followed.
Chairperson Ferguson entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Member
Bagwell moved approval of the 2019 Risk Assessment; Citywide Budget Monitoring; Social Media
Audit; Fee Structure; Accounts Receivable; P-Card; HR Administration of the Employee Group
Insurance; Cash Handling Audit; and Follow-Up for the work program. Member Mayhorn
seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
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6(D) DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION REGARDING THE REVIEW OF AGREEDUPON PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY EIDE BAILLY AND STAFF REGARDING THE FY
20 AUDIT WORK PROGRAM (2:27:02) - Chairperson Ferguson introduced this item, and Eide Bailly
Senior Manager Audrey Donovan presented the agenda materials. Ms. Russell and Ms. Donovan
responded to questions, and discussion followed. Chairperson Ferguson entertained additional committee
member questions or comments and public comments and, when none were forthcoming, a motion.
Member Bagwell moved to direct Eide Bailly and staff to proceed with the agreed-upon procedures,
as discussed on the record. Member Mayhorn seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
6(E) DISCUSSION REGARDING DATES FOR THE NEXT MEETING OF THE AUDIT
COMMITTEE (2:34:27) - Chairperson Ferguson introduced this item, and discussion took place regarding
the next meeting. Consensus of the committee was to schedule the next meeting for 1:00 p.m. on Monday,
January 6th.
7.
PUBLIC COMMENT (2:36:40) - Chairperson Ferguson entertained public comment; however,
none was forthcoming.
8.
ACTION TO ADJOURN (2:36:57) - Chairperson Ferguson thanked staff and the auditors. He
thanked Dan Carter for his service to the City. Chairperson Ferguson adjourned the meeting at 2:37 p.m.
The Minutes of the September 9, 2019 Carson City Audit Committee are so approved this _____ day of
January, 2020.

_________________________________________________
STEPHEN FERGUSON, Chair
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STAFF REPORT
Report To: Audit Committee

Meeting Date: January 6, 2020

Staff Contact: Audrey Donovan, Senior Manager, Eide Bailly, LLP
Agenda Title: For Possible Action: Discussion and possible action regarding the release and acceptance of
internal audits and the recommendations made in the audits to Carson City departments. (Sheri Russell,
srussell@carson.org)

Staff Summary: Eide Bailly, LLP completed three internal audits from the FY 20 Audit Work Program. The
completed audits were the Cash Handling, HR Benefits, and Social Media audits. Briefing will address internal
audit findings, recommendations and agency response(s).

Agenda Action: Formal Action/Motion

Time Requested: 35 minutes

Proposed Motion

I move to accept the Cash Handling, HR Benefits, and Social Media internal audits and to direct staff to work on
the recommendations provided.

Board’s Strategic Goal
Efficient Government

Previous Action

Fiscal year 2019 internal audit program was approved by the Audit Committee on July 31, 2018. The program
was approved by the Board of Supervisors on August 16, 2018.

Background/Issues & Analysis
According to Section 2.14.040 of the Carson City Municipal Code (CCMC), the Audit Committee must
review and make recommendations to the Board of Supervisors regarding the annual financial audit
and performance, compliance and efficiency audits. Specific issues of concern include providing a
higher level of accountability over the use of public funds, and the adequacy of any city department or
office performance measures.
Certain specific items in the Cash Handling report have been obscured in the report provided to the
Audit Committee for employee and asset safety. Management has a full detailed copy of the specific
findings and will ensure that the recommendations are addressed.
Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation
Section 3.075 of the Carson City Charter; CCMC 2.14.040
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Final Version: 12/04/15

Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact?
Is it currently budgeted?

Yes
Yes

No
No

Alternatives
N/A

Board Action Taken:
Motion: ______________________________

1) _________________
2) _________________

Aye/Nay
________
________
________
________
________

___________________________
(Vote Recorded By)
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Cash Handling
Internal Audit Report
December 3, 2019

Carson City, Nevada
Submitted By
Eide Bailly LLP
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Executive Summary

Eide Bailly LLP performed a cash handling internal audit over four (4) Carson City Department’s for Fiscal Year
2019 through the audit date October 2019. The objective of this audit was to determine whether risks related to
cash handling are being managed appropriately, that internal controls are in place to reduce the risk of errors
and misappropriation, and all cash receipts are promptly, accurately, and completely reported. Internal controls
include: segregation of duties, safeguarding of assets, accountability, reconciliations, and monitoring.
The four departments identified in scope for this audit include: Library, Clerk-Recorder, Community
Development, and the Treasurer’s Office. These are the four departments with high risk scores over Cash Risks
from the Citywide Risk Assessment performed for FY 2018/19.
During the internal audit, it was noted that each department head was very knowledgeable about their
processes and procedures, and more importantly, was aware of areas that need improvement.
The internal audit resulted in recommendations to further improve each department’s controls over cash
handling. Primarily recommendations were made to improve proper segregation of duties, security controls,
training, and annual surprise cash counts. Overall, we offered a total of twenty (20) findings and
recommendations; five (5) for the City Library, four (4) for the Clerk & Recorder, five (5) for Community
Development, and six (6) for Treasurer.

Background

The city follows a city-wide cash handling policy serving as a general guideline for all city departments. Most
departments have developed their own supplemental procedures to address requirements specific to their
department. The City’s Cash Handling Policy outlines their cash procedures and controls designed to promote
accuracy and reliability, minimize the risk of errors, ensure funds are handled properly, and safeguard against
fraud.

Objective & Scope

The objective of the audit was to determine whether risks related to cash handling are being managed
appropriately, that internal controls are in place to reduce the risk of misappropriation, and all cash receipts are
promptly, accurately and completely reported. Internal controls include; safeguarding assets, segregation of
duties, accountability, reconciliations, and monitoring.
Cash Handling in this context is the receipting of money for City services. This includes, checks, money orders,
credit cards, and cash.
The scope of the audit was for Fiscal Year 2019 through October 2019 (audit date). The four departments
identified in scope for this audit included: Library, Clerk-Recorder, Community Development, and the
Treasurer’s Office.

Methodology

Procedures performed during this internal audit included the following:
 Selected locations to conduct cash handling test based on risk. The City departments identified in scope
for this audit are those with high risk scores over Cash Risks from the Citywide Risk Assessment
performed for FY 2018/19.


We obtained the internal audit report for Carson City on Cash Handling Improvement dated May 10,
2016 and confirmed the recommendations noted in the report have been implemented.
1 | eidebailly.com
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We obtained and reviewed department specific and citywide Cash Handling policies and procedures.



Observed cash handling processes (including recording where possible) to identify key controls,
opportunities for improvement and areas of exposure/risks.



Judgmentally selected a sample of cash receipts representative of the location’s activity for a given date.



Interviewed department heads and staff to gain an understanding of the department’s cash handling
process. The primary personnel we interviewed were as follows:
Library


Diane Baker (Department Business Manager)



Tod Colegrove (Library Director)

Clerk-Recorder


Aubrey Rowlatt (Clerk-Recorder)



Linda Durkee (Deputy Recorder)



Miguel Camacho (Chief Deputy Clerk)

Community Development


Lee Plemel (Director)



Hope Sullivan (Planning Manager)



Shelby Damron (Senior Office Specialist)

Treasurer’s Office


Gayle Robertson (City Treasurer)



Beth Huck (Chief Deputy Treasurer)

12
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Audit Results
REVIEW OF DOCUMENTATION
Eide Bailly reviewed citywide and individual department Cash Handing policies and procedures, cash handling
training materials, and conducted transactional testing to address the following areas:
 Only authorized persons, with no conflicting duties, have access to cash receipts, data files, programs,
and related records. Individuals handling remittances are independent of billing, accounting and cash
disbursements.


Proper segregation of duties exists; someone independent from the cash receipt function summarizes
the cash receipt and this cash summary is compared to the validated bank deposit to ensure that all
collections were deposited intact; someone other than the individuals involved on the cash receipt
function reconciles the bank accounts.



Checks received at the location are restrictively endorsed upon their arrival in accordance with policy.



Customers are instructed to mail all payments to the City’s bank lock box.



Remittances from the lock box are posted daily.



All cash receipts are supported with validated bank deposit slips and other documentation to ensure an
independent verification of cash deposits.



Collections are posted in the correct accounting period.



Petty cash separate from individual operating funds and change funds in a locked drawer or safe.

A. Review of Policies & Procedures
Eide Bailly reviewed the citywide Cash Handling policy and procedures, individual department policies
and procedures, policy modifications, and Treasury’s approval of the modifications. Two departments,
the Library and the Clerk & Recorder office have individual department policies (see Appendix A for
Library & Appendix C for Clerk & Recorder Cash Handling department policies) that we compared to the
citywide Cash Handling policy and did not note any policy violations or misalignment with the policy.
Lastly, we reviewed the Library’s policy modification and confirmed it was properly approved by the
Treasurer’s Office, allowing multiple employees access to the cash drawers through a unique sign-on ID
(see Appendix B for Library policy exception).
B. Review of Training & Training Materials
When the citywide Cash Handling policy was rolled out, the Treasurer’s Department provided
employees handling cash and their department managers or supervisors with initial training. Going
forward it is the responsibility of the City departments to ensure that each person handling cash
receives training within the first quarter of their assigned duties and a refresher session every two years
thereafter. Additionally, the Treasurer posts cash handling training online for all departments to access
and utilize in their training efforts.1
Eide Bailly requested and obtained confirmation from the individual departments that training is being
conducted in accordance with the citywide Cash Handling Policy, however, the individual departments

13
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https://www.carson.org/government/departments-g-z/treasurer/cash-handling-training
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have not been going through a refresher training session every two years (see Internal Control Findings
& Recommendations section below).
C. Interviews & Observations
Eide Bailly held initial interviews with the four city departments in scope for this internal audit.
Additionally, we observed the cash handling processes including recording, where applicable prior to
actual testing being performed. Based on our observations we assessed improvements are needed over
the following:
 Cash is not always controlled in accordance with policies and procedures.


Cash controls consider segregation of duties or risk mitigation procedures where segregation is
not possible, however, this is not always possible due to current staffing and incompatible
duties.



Cash is not always physically secured until bank deposits are made.



Controls are not always in effect when cash is removed/secured prior to depositing amounts to
reduce loss and misappropriation risk.



Management has designed and implemented controls to monitor cash control and policy
adherence, however, improvements are recommended.

EXAMINATION OF SEGREGATION OF DUTIES
Based on Eide Bailly’s examination of internal controls over cash handling and detailed transactional testing,
Eide Bailly overall identified a lack of proper segregation of duties in all four departments resulting in weakened
cash handling controls.
Eide Bailly reviewed the primary Job responsibilities for recommendations that could be made to improve the
segregation of duties as a control against fraud. When one person controls multiple phases of accounting
transactions, the opportunity for fraud in the workplace significantly increases. By involving at least one other
person in the transaction, the risk of fraud can be greatly reduced. Even with duties being segregated,
employees could still work together to override the current controls in place to commit fraud. Fraud research
indicates that nearly two-thirds of all frauds are committed by one perpetrator acting alone, whereas only onethird involve collusion by two or more parties.
The risk of misappropriated assets increases when cash is independently accessible by an individual at any point
in time and the individual performs multiple functions. Cash-handling duties such as receiving cash, reconciling
cash, depositing cash, and posting transactions should be segregated among different individuals to reduce the
possibility of errors, theft, and cash mishandling. The practice of single custody is not an internal control and
may increase the risk of inaccurate account records and misappropriation of cash, leading to inaccurate
deposits. Separating cash-handling duties among two or more individuals (e.g., dual custody) should be
provided for and enforced to ensure that a single employee does not have sole access to large sums of cash and
does not perform incompatible tasks.
Employees whose responsibilities encompass two or more phases of a transaction may have the opportunity to
divert City assets for personal gain, which increases the level of fraud risk.
Some examples of incompatible duties are: Authorizing a transaction, receiving, and maintaining custody of the
asset that resulted from the transaction; receiving funds (checks or cash) and approving write-off of receivables;
reconciling bank statements / accounts and booking entries to the general ledger; depositing cash and
reconciling bank statements.
4 | eidebailly.com
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INTERNAL CONTROL FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS
In addition to segregation of duties issues, Eide Bailly identified security controls that need improvement,
training on cash handling procedures, and annual surprise cash counts that need to resume. Below we have
broken out the findings and recommendations by department and provide five (5) findings and
recommendations for the City Library, four (4) for the Clerk & Recorder, five (5) for Community Development,
and six (6) for Treasurer.

LIBRARY

Finding 1:
Incompatible duties were noted with cash handling and preparation of bank deposits.

Recommendation 1:
Proper segregation of duties between cash handling and preparation of bank deposits should be put into
practice to prevent individuals from handling unrecorded cash and preparing the bank deposit.
Department Response:
Although the Library has limited full and part-time staff available, the Library Director and Business Manager
will work to assign another staff person each day (the same staff member will not be available for this duty
every day) and this will be implemented by the last week of November.
Finding 2:
Daily balancing of the cash transactions lacks sign-off by the Finance Clerk as evidence that the activity was
performed.
Recommendation 2:
The Finance Clerk should sign off on the cash transaction reconciliation as evidence that the activity was
performed.
Department Response:
The Finance Clerk will add signing the cash transaction sheet each day it is prepared and add this step to the
cash transaction process. The Business Manager will review the sheets as part of the deposit reconciliation to
ensure it has been signed. This process has been put in place as of November 18, 2019.
Finding 3:
Controls are not in place to prevent or detect misappropriation of assets.
Recommendation 3:
Implement a preventative control where a second person is present in the same room while the cash is
being recounted and bank deposit preparations are performed. Alternatively, the Library department should
request installation of a camera as a detective control to observe the cash count and bank deposit
preparation when another person is not present.
Department Response:
The Library does not have sufficient budget resources in this fiscal year to add cameras to the current
system. This can become a Capital Improvement Project (CIP) request for FY2021. The Library will work
with the IT department on this budget request. The Library would favor the camera solution for this
finding since it has limited full and part-time staff. The Library Director and Business Manager will review
staff availability in order to add a person to sit in the same room with the Finance Clerk while the cash
recount/reconciliation occurs. Due to library open hours and staff schedules it will likely be a different
person each day and assignments will vary from week to week. As noted above the camera solution is
favored by the library as the long-term solution in order to reduce the need to take staff away from
other duties. I expect we should have this process in place in early December.
5 | eidebailly.com
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Finding 4:
Although there is a biweekly inventory performed the bus passes require additional safekeeping.
Recommendation 4: 5:
We recommend adding additional controls to secure the bus passes.
Department Response:
The Library will work with Public Works to address the finding.
Finding 5:
Checks are endorsed the following day by the Finance Clerk which is not in compliance with the City's Cash
Handling Policy. (Section VI. Payments B. Checks – page 4).
Recommendation 5:
Individuals processing the payment should endorse checks immediately upon receipt.
Department Response:
The Library will purchase additional check endorsement stamps for the cash registers in November.
Immediately endorsing the checks will be added to the transaction process as soon as stamps are received.

16
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CLERK & RECORDER

Finding 1:
Cash handling is not in compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls
Regarding Cash – page 3).
Recommendation 1:
We recommend adding additional controls to secure cash. To note, the locked cash drawers in the Clerk &
Recorder’s office are both behind locked doors, with security cameras. The office is also inside the
Courthouse which is secured at all entrances. At a minimum, the department should request a policy
modification from the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section IV. Policy Modification – page 2).
Department Response:
Clerk-Recorder will address the additional controls to secure cash. Expected date of completion is January
2020.
Finding 2:
Safekeeping of the keys to the cash drawers require additional modification to be in compliance with the
City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3).

Recommendation 2:
Clerk Department employees should mirror the practice being done in the Recorder side and keep the key
to the cash drawer in their custody at all times. Additionally, we recommend the department request a
policy modification for the Clerk side as the department has done for the Recorder side of Clerk & Recording
practices to remain in compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section IV. Policy Modification – page
2).
Department Response:
Chief Deputy Clerk will provide each staff member their individual cash drawer key that they will maintain
possession of. Expected date of completion is January 2020.
Finding 3:
Multiple individuals have access to perform transactions from the same cash drawer, which is not in
compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3)
making it difficult or impossible to trace cash overage and shortages to the responsible cashier. Each user
has their own log-in code which they need to input before a transaction can be processed, however, this is
not addressed in detail in the department-specific policy and procedure.
Recommendation 3:
We recommend the department update the Procedures Cash Drawer section of their department-specific
policy and procedure and add details on the user log-in process when performing cash transactions that
allow for each user to record their transactions while sharing the same cash drawer.
Department Response:
Clerk-Recorder will update the cash drawer procedures within its’ department-specific policy and
procedure. Expected date of completion is January 2020.
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Finding 4:
Cash Handling training sessions are not conducted every two years, which is not in compliance with the
City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section II. Compliance and Training– page 1).
Recommendation 4:
Conduct cash handling refresher training every two years to ensure employees handling cash are adhering
to the City’s Cash Handling Policy with the first session scheduled to be conducted in January 2020.
Department Response:
Clerk-Recorder will request each staff member within its’ departments to watch the Carson City Treasurer’s
cash handling video as well as facilitate a department meeting to discuss cash handling procedures every
two years. There will be an attendance log and agenda for each meeting held. The facilitation of the
meetings will be done by the Chief Deputy of the Recorder’s office and the Chief Deputy for the Clerk’s
office. This will commence in January of 2020 and continue every two years.

18
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Finding 1:
Controls are not in place to prevent or detect misappropriation of assets. It is imperative that there are
adequate safeguards to ensure that cash is accurately collected and recorded.
Recommendation 1:
The department should analyze the security needs of each cash collection point and strengthen security
controls whenever necessary.
Department Response:
Community Development has current fiscal year budget to address the security needs by June 2020.
Finding 2:
Security controls are weak and are not in compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key
Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3).
Recommendation 2:
We recommend implementing tighter security controls in compliance with the City’s policy.

Note: The department has requested to implement tighter security measures from the Treasurer’s Office,
however due to the installation of a new finance system city-wide, they were advised that they should wait
until after the launch of the new system to decide what would work best for the department.
Department Response:
The Department is currently working with the Treasurer’s Office and expects to have recommended controls
in place by the end of December.
Finding 3:
Multiple individuals have access to perform transactions from the same cash drawer, which is not in
compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3)
making it difficult or impossible to trace cash overage and shortages to the responsible cashier.
Recommendation 3:
We recommend that the department use cash registers or POS systems that require each user to input a
unique log-in code before a transaction can be processed. This way any shortages or overages, or
misappropriation of cash, can be properly investigated and resolved. If the cash registers do not have the
functionality to allow multiple users with unique ID codes, then we recommend individual cash drawers for
each user.
Department Response:
The Department plans to install locked cash drawers for each individual user and expects to have them in
place by the end of December.
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Finding 4:
During the evening count and reconciliation of the drawers the cash handler did not generate all required
reports causing the end of day total amounts to not balance when there should not have been an issue.
Recommendation 4:
Cash handlers should ensure all necessary reports for end-of-day reconciliation are present when handing
over their cash drawers to the reconciler. Cash handlers should provide the necessary reports to the
reconciler daily. Note: Management expectation is that employees’ hand in all necessary reports to the
reconciler.
Department Response:
The Department management expects that all necessary reports are provided to the reconciler. The
reconciler is to report to the manager whenever such reports are not provided. This process is already in
place.
Finding 5:
Refresher Cash Handling training sessions are not being done every two years, which is not in compliance
with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section II. Compliance and Training– page 1).
Recommendation 5:
Conduct cash handling refresher training every two years to ensure employees handling cash are adhering
to the City’s Cash Handling Policy.
Department Response:
The Department will immediately implement a policy to refresh cash handling training for all employees at
least once every year, in December of each year. Once the new permitting software is fully functional this
year, we will review cash handling procedures and policies with all staff involved in the process. The City is
currently discussing Citywide cash handling procedures for the new Munis software, as well, so the timing is
good for refresher training. As of today, all employees have had the cash handling training within the last
year.

20
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TREASURER’S OFFICE

Finding 1:
Incompatible duties were noted with cash handling, recording, and preparation of bank deposits.
Recommendation 1:
Proper segregation of duties between cash handling, recording of the transaction, and preparation of the
bank deposits should be put in practice to prevent individuals from handling unrecorded cash and preparing
the bank deposit.
Department Response:
We have a limited number of staff in our department so total segregation of duties is difficult. To
compensate for this, cash is counted by a second employee. Additionally, the Chief Deputy Treasurer is told
of any discrepancies and oversees the recording of all deposits.
Finding 2:
Controls are not in place to prevent or detect misappropriation of assets. It is imperative that there are
adequate safeguards to ensure that cash is accurately collected and recorded.
Recommendation 2:
The department should analyze the security needs of each cash collection point and strengthen security
controls whenever necessary.
Department Response:
The City’s Information Technology department is working on getting cameras for City Hall which will capture
our front counter and safe. The cost of this project was included in their FYE063020 budget and
they will have the project completed prior to this fiscal year end.

Finding 3:
Cash handlers are subject to unannounced audits by the Treasurer’s Office on an annual basis in those
departments or areas where they maintain petty cash and/or change funds. However, this has not occurred
since 2017, which is out of compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls
Regarding Cash – page 3). This Cash Handling internal audit addresses some of this risk. The internal audit
focused on the highest risk areas still leaving the remaining departments handling cash to have
unannounced audits.
Recommendation 3:
In accordance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy, the Treasurer’s Office should resume the annual surprise
cash audits to ensure cash handling procedures are being followed throughout the departments.
Department Response:
Our department will resume the surprise cash audits in the Spring of 2020. The City has several software
conversions taking place across City departments so we will resume the surprise cash audits after each
Department has started using their new software and any resulting new procedures are in place.
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Finding 4:
Daily cash reconciliation and end-of-shift process are not in compliance with both the City’s Cash Handling
Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3) and the City’s Cash Handling training video.
Recommendation 4:
We recommend that cash handlers follow the City’s Cash Handling Policy. Alternatively, we recommend
updating the policy to address the department’s current process which is effective and sufficient.
Department Response:
Morning count works better for the Treasurer's. By Spring of 2020 the Treasurer will prepare a document for
approval which will outline the exceptions to the Cash Handling Policy for the Treasurer's Office. This will
allow incorporation of any new procedures through the implementation of the upcoming software
conversions.
Finding 5:
Daily cash counts were performed where it is visible from a customer’s perspective, which is not in
compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section V. Key Internal Controls Regarding Cash – page 3).
Recommendation 5:
We recommend starting a few minutes earlier to allow time for the morning count before the department
opens to the public. Alternatively, employees can take their cash drawers to a more secure location and
perform their count there, away from the view of the public.
Department Response:
The Treasurer’s Office will have the cashiers perform the cash counts in a secure location away from public
view beginning December 1.
Finding 6: Policy Violation
Refresher Cash Handling training sessions are not formally documented evidencing training performed every
two years, which is not in compliance with the City’s Cash Handling Policy (Section II. Compliance and
Training– page 1).
Recommendation 6:
Conduct cash handling refresher training every two years to ensure employees handling cash are adhering
to the City’s Cash Handling Policy. If the refresher training is already being done informally, we recommend
adding a formal documentation that training has been carried out. Additionally, we recommend submitting
a request for Policy Tech to send an annual notification with website link for other departments to access
the Cash Handling training video.
Department Response:
Our policy states that the various City departments are responsible for their employees receiving training.
Each May our office sends an email to each department to remind them to have all employees in their
department re-visit the Cash Handling video. Beginning May 2020, we will update our records to reflect the
names of their employees that have been trained and the dates of their initial training and refresher training.
Thereafter, we will continue to follow up with each department on an annual basis to confirm the training
and keep our records updated. In our office, we are constantly discussing cash handling policy and
procedures, but we will document this going forward. We will also have our staff in the Treasurer Office
watch our video again by the end of January 2020 and again every two years.
We requested that the training video be made available to employees through Policy Tech but we were told
that this was not possible. Thus, we put the video on our department web page for easy access.
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Appendix A: Library Cash Handling Policy
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Appendix B: Library Policy Exception
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Appendix C: Clerk & Recorder Cash Handling Policy
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Executive Summary

Eide Bailly LLP performed a citywide social media internal audit of Carson City’s social media policies and
procedures through the audit completion date of November 25, 2019. The internal audit focused on
determining if adequate controls over social media are in place to address risks of noncompliance with policy,
laws and security risks introduced by social media.
The use of social media has inherent risks that could negatively impact the City’s network security. The City has
taken steps to consider the risks of using social media as both a business tool and a communication point with
customers and constituents.
During our review, we identified three (3) findings and thirteen (13) recommendations that would improve
Carson City’s management of social media.

Background

Social media is technology that involves the creation and dissemination of content through social networks
using the Internet, such as, Facebook and Twitter. Social media are defined by the level of interaction and
interactivity available to the consumer. For example, social media sites allow consumers to comment, discuss
and even distribute content. Unlike traditional or non-social media, such as a television broadcast, a viewer can
watch but has no interactive feedback mechanisms.
As social media continues to become an increasingly popular medium of communication and the number of the
City’s social media accounts continues to increase across departments, there is a growing number of threats
related to security, reputation, and legal noncompliance. Due to the City’s social media being considered a
limited public forum, the City cannot moderate social media user comments based upon viewpoints, but rather,
they must have a reasonable reason for removal. This also necessitates additional recordkeeping to comply with
various laws such as the Freedom of Information Act.1

Objective & Scope

To determine if adequate controls over using social media as a communication tool are in place. Additionally, to
evaluate the City’s guidance, policies, strategy, business objectives, monitoring, governance structure, and
administration of social media throughout the City as a way of communicating with the media and public.
Furthermore, to ensure the City can adequately address security risks introduced by social media.
The scope of the audit included the Information Technology Department, as well as very other city department
that utilizes a public social media account. The timeframe was from January 1, 2019 through the audit
completion date of November 25, 2019.

Methodology
Procedures performed during this internal audit included the following:
 Obtained City’s Social Media Policy and reviewed to determine if there were noted gaps or deficiencies
in addressing the following areas:
o

Employee personal use of social media in the workplace

1

Freedom of Information Act ensures any person has the right to request access to federal agency records or information except to the
extent the records are protected from disclosure by any of the nine exemptions contained in the law or by one of the three special law
enforcement record exclusions.
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o

Employee personal use of social media outside the workplace

o

Employee use of social media for business purposes using personally owned devices

Reviewed individual department Social Media Policy & Procedures:
o

Carson City Health & Human Services (CCHHS), Nicki Aaker, Director CCHS

o

Carson City Library, Diane Baker, Department Business Manager

o

Fire Department, Sean Slamon, Fire Chief



Developed an understanding of the review of social media content and evaluated the process behind
archiving deleted user comments due to policy violations.



Reviewed the City’s acceptable use policy to determine if it encompasses social media and whether the
employee must agree to the policy.



Determined whether social media training was included as part of the onboarding process.



Examined a listing of social media pages currently in use as well as a blank copy of the required social
media asset approval form which is required to be used by departments to request a social media page.



Discussed Information Technology (IT) procedures for oversight of social media and the tracking of
policy violations.



Inquired with relevant personnel noted below to obtain an understanding of the City’s social media
password and security policies.



Requested the City’s Information Security Response Plan to determine whether social media risks are
included.



Acquired the organization’s communication goals to analyze if social media was included as part of the
communication goals.



Researched social media best practices.



Interviewed Carson City personnel and officials to obtain an understanding of their roles as they relate
to social media. Numerous interviews were conducted to obtain an understanding of the processes, key
controls, key risks, and opportunities for improvement. The personnel we interviewed were as follows:
o

Rachel Schneider: Digital Media Coordinator

o

Todd Reese: Deputy District Attorney

o

Pierron Tackes: Deputy District Attorney

o

Eric Von Schimmelmann: Chief Information Officer
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Audit Results

We evaluated the adequacy of controls and processes related to the usage and management of social media as
well as related operational efficiencies and effectiveness in place. While the procedures performed indicate that
the City has some good social media policies, we noted three (3) findings and thirteen (13) recommendations,
which are presented below, to assist management and the City in strengthening controls over social media.

SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY & APPROVAL
We obtained the citywide “Social Media Policy” and researched best practices relating to social media risks
and strategies. We analyzed the City’s social media policy and noted that it incorporates many best
practices, such as the following:
 The District Attorney’s Office is responsible for review of legal terms in the creation of a social media
account.


There is a required social media asset form to be filled out before the creation of a social media
account. This includes the login information of the social media account which is linked to
ArchiveSocial for archiving purposes and monitoring.



The policy specifies that all content posted on the City’s social media pages should not violate
copyright laws.



The policy discusses types of content including comments that should be removed or deleted while
also noting that comments should not be removed based on expressed viewpoints.



The policy clearly states that the department directors will be responsible for ensuring their staff
follows the social media policy while IT will be responsible for oversight of all departments’ social
media.

Although the City has developed associated policies and procedures to address social media usage and
assessed the risks of employee’s access to social media sites, there does not appear to be any approval or
enforcement process. We reviewed the citywide Social Media policy on PolicyTech which states,
“Departments wishing to create and manage department specific social media assets,…should fill out a
Social Media Asset Form (available on CCNET) and submit if for approval by the City Manager.” However,
this policy was not followed, resulting in City run social media sites created without the approval of the City
Manager or the knowledge of the IT department. This increases the risk to the City, as the social media site
may not be administered or monitored in accordance with the citywide policy.
Additionally, we reviewed all City policies that would apply to social media and noted that risks of
employee’s access to social media sites while on the City’s network and personal mobile devices has not
been addressed in either the Social Media, Unacceptable Behavior or Computer Resources Usage policies.
Best practice is to address in policy the risks related to employee’s use of social media in the workplace for
personal use while using a city device and employee use of social media for business purposes while using a
personally owned device, such as mobile phone or home computer. Additionally, best practice has social
media included as part of an employee’s agreement to abide with the rules of the organization, such as the
City’s Unacceptable Behavior policy.
We compared the current social media policy on PolicyTech to the draft version of the policy being updated
and noted one area that should be included in the updated policy. The updated policy needs the method or
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methods for which the departments would obtain approval from the City Manager prior to creating a social
media site.
Next, we requested and reviewed individual department policies available at the time of the audit and
compared them to the Social Media policy on PolicyTech and the draft version being updated. The individual
department policies included Carson City Health & Human Services Department with inquiry of the Library’s
policy that is in process and noted the following:




CCHHS department Marketing and Communications Procedures have several best practices
including, content approval hierarchy, a style guide, and templates. However, the policy does not
include controls over social media communications such as monitoring, archiving, and site removal.
The Library is working on a social media policy, which will be taken to the Library Board of Trustees
for approval. Under Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) Chapter 39, library board for public libraries are
governing boards and are charged with setting policies. Once the social media policy is approved by
the Library Board, the department plans to submit it to the City Manager.

Finding 1:

City run social media sites created without the approval of the City Manager or the knowledge of the IT
department.

Recommendation 1:

The City Manager with support of the IT Department should request all departments provide a listing of all
active social media accounts and implement an annual department certification for completeness and
accuracy of all City social media assets.

Department Response:

City Manager or Deputy City Manager will request via email that all departments provide to CIO and Digital
Media Coordinator a listing of all active social media accounts. This will be completed by March 2020. CIO
and Digital Media Coordinator will establish a new annual department certification process to be included in
update to Social Media policy. Policy shall be provided to City Manager and Deputy City Manager by June
2020. City Manager will approve and implement by September 2020.

Finding 2:

Although the City has developed associated policies and procedures to address social media usage and assessed
the risks of employee’s access to social media sites, there does not appear to be any approval or enforcement
process.

Recommendation 2:
The City Manager with support of the IT Department should obtain the Social Media Asset forms for all
existing social media sites identified in Finding 1 and implement enforcement of this activity going forward.

Department Response:

Based on responses for Recommendation 1, CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall obtain all Social Media
Asset forms for all existing social media sites by March 2020.
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Finding 3:
We reviewed the citywide Social Media policy on PolicyTech which states, “Departments wishing to create and
manage department specific social media assets,…should fill out a Social Media Asset Form (available on CCNET)
and submit if for approval by the City Manager.” However, this policy was not enforced, which increases the risk
to the City, as the social media site may not be administered or monitored in accordance with the citywide
policy.

Recommendation 3:
The City Manager with support of the IT Department should evaluate its enforcement practices related to
noncompliance with the City’s social media policy and document the approach. We suggest the City use, and
modify to address social media, the existing “Unacceptable Behavior” Policy (v.3) section 5.0 – Procedure,
which addresses enforcement practices.

Department Response:

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator will evaluate enforcement practice and either use/modify the
“Unacceptable Behavior” policy or create a new policy and provide to City Manager and Deputy City
Manager for review by June 2020. City Manager will review and implement by September 2020.

Finding 4:

Social media site created without a formal request or approval obtained. We compared the current social media
policy on PolicyTech to the draft version of the policy being updated and noted one area that should be included
in the updated policy. The updated policy needs the method or methods for which the departments would
obtain approval from the City Manager prior to creating a social media site.

Recommendation 4:
The City Manager with support of the IT Department and the City Attorney’s office, should formalize the
social media request and approval process for departments to obtain approval from the City Manager prior
to creating a social media site, we recommend that the City use the Social Media Asset Form and include in
the updated policy.

Department Response:

CIO, Digital Media Coordinator, and District Attorney’s Office will update Social Media Policy to include
Recommendation 4 and provide for City Manager and Deputy City Manager Review by June 2020. City
Manager will review and implement by September 2020.

Finding 5:

Risks of employee’s access to social media sites while on the City’s network and personal mobile devices has not
been addressed in the Unacceptable Behavior policy.

Recommendation 5:

The HR Department should update the City’s Unacceptable Behavior policy to address social media.

Department Response:

Policy was updated and is in “Review” for District Attorney. Following DA review it will move to “Approval”
for City Manager. See attached in Appendix B.
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Finding 6:

Risks of employee’s access to social media sites while on the City’s network and personal mobile devices has not
been addressed in the Computer Resources Usage policy.

Recommendation 6:

The IT Department should update City’s Computer Resources Usage policy. Specifically, the Computer
Resources Usage policy should include the following items:
 Employee’s personal use of social media using city devices – whether this is allowed, noted
restrictions if allowed, identification or type of social media websites, activities, and content that are
inappropriate or prohibited.


Employee’s use of social media for business purposes using personally owned devices (personal
mobile or home devices) – whether this is allowed, any restrictions if it is allowed, and approval
process of accessing social media on a personal device, if any.

Department Response:

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall review each department social media policy by December 2020 and
forward recommendations to Department Director, City Manager and Deputy City Manager. The process for
this review will be included in the citywide Social Media policy which will be updated by CIO, Digital Media
Coordinator, and District Attorney’s Office and provided for City Manager and Deputy City Manager Review
by June 2020. City Manager will review and implement by September 2020
The DA’s Office has reviewed both the Unacceptable Behavior and Computer Resources policies and will work
with HR on adding language to the Unacceptable Behavior Policy to address employee’s personal use of
social media using city devices.
Regarding employees’ First Amendment Rights, the U.S. Supreme Court has found that citizens do not
surrender their first amendment rights by accepting public employment. However an employer can impose
certain restraints so long as restrictions are based upon the government’s interest in “promoting efficiency
and integrity in the discharge of official duties and maintaining proper discipline in the public service.”
A statement should also be added regarding the personal social media pages of public officials. Depending
on use, they can effectively become government social media accounts (and thus, public forums).

Finding 7:

Individual city departments have their own social media policy that does not align with the city’s Social Media
policy.

Recommendation 7:

Where individual departments have their own social media policy, the City Manager with support of the IT
Department, should review the departments individual social media policy for alignment with the citywide
policy and ensure department policy states that it will comply with all aspects of the citywide Social Media
Policy. This process should be included in the citywide Social Media Policy. In the event that there are
modifications to the citywide policy then the department should formally request a policy modification from
the City Manager. Additionally, policy modification process should be added to the citywide Social Media
Policy.

Department Response:

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall review the Fire Department social media policy, specifically, the
policy should address archiving or retention of deleted social media content and that the department will
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comply with all aspects of the citywide Social Media Policy and forward recommendations to Department
Director, City Manager and Deputy City Manager by December 2020. The process for this review will be
included in the citywide Social Media policy as referenced in the above recommendations.

Finding 8:
CCHHS department Marketing and Communications Procedures have several best practices including, content
approval hierarchy, a style guide, and templates. However, the policy does not include controls over social
media communications such as monitoring, archiving, and site removal.

Recommendation 8:

The City Manager with support of the IT Department should work with CCHHS Department to update their
social media policy to address social media controls such as monitoring, archiving, and removal of sites.
Additionally, the department policy should state that it will comply with all aspects of the citywide Social
Media Policy.

Department Response:

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall review the CCHHS Department social media policy, specifically,
update their social media policy to address social media controls such as monitoring, archiving, and removal
of sites. Additionally, the department policy should state that it will comply with all aspects of the citywide
Social Media Policy and forward recommendations to Department Director, City Manager and Deputy City
Manager by December 2020. The process for this review will be included in the citywide Social Media policy
as referenced in the above recommendations.

Finding 9:

Online access to request new social media account(s) or marketing campaign would help to streamline the
request and approval process.

Recommendation 9:
For efficiency of service, tracking and timely approval process the IT Department should provide online
access to request a new social media account and/or social media marketing campaign. Example shown
below.

Department Response:

New social media requests/Forms can be handled through current IT help Desk e-mail process.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING, GOALS & ARCHIVING
In an effort to achieve an impactful social media brand for the city, the IT department through the activities
of the Digital Media Coordinator is charged with overseeing and monitoring content for department social
media sites to ensure adherence to the Social Media Policy for appropriate use and that message and
branding are consistent with the goals of the Consolidated Municipality of Carson City.
Social media monitoring deals with tracking key performance indicators, such as, number of likes, weekly
reach, and followers of the City’s various pages. Included with monitoring is reviewing the sites for
compliance with policy, such as, update of information and comments, removal of prohibited content, and
archiving content for legal purposes.
The Digital Media Coordinator is responsible for the creation of the majority of the social media content and
monitoring. As the number of the City’s social media accounts continue to grow so do the comments and
followers. As such, the need for more moderation and department interaction also continues to rise.
Social Media Monitoring
We obtained a listing of all the City’s social media pages that the Digital Media Coordinator actively monitors
for compliance with policy (see table below). Additionally, we visited the social media pages and confirmed
that they appear to consistently reference back to the Carson City website and that they are generally
updated in accordance with the social media policy of updating the content at least once per week.
Departments with active social media sites at the time of the audit

Facebook

Twitter

Next Door

You Tube

Instagram

Pinterest

Carson City Government

Carson City
Government

Carson City
Government

Carson City
Government

Carson City
Government

Carson City
Government

Fire Department

Fire Department

Carson TV

Carson Proud

Carson Proud

Sheriff

Sheriff

Carson City

Parks & Recreation
Public Works
VALE – Victim Advocate Law
Enforcement
Carson Proud
Canine Unit
Senior Center
West NV Safe Routes to
Schools
Source: Rachel Schneider – Digital Media Coordinator

On a monthly basis, the Digital Media Coordinator performs a search for newly created department social
media pages and reaches out to those departments, time permitting, to monitor, track and archive the
social media activity for compliance with policy. Currently, IT has identified the following pages to which it
does not have access and oversight for:
 Carson City Juvenile Services;
 Carson City Motor Unit;
 Carson City Special Enforcement Team;
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Carson City Sheriff’s Office School Resource Officers;
Carson City District Attorney;
Carson City Health and Human Services;
Carson City Community Center; @CCPRDept.

We visited a few of these social media pages and observed that information provided on the page did not
appear consistent with the pages monitored by the Digital Media Coordinator in terms of disclaimers and
notices. Furthermore, the social media policy requires that social media websites be updated at least once
per week. Some of the pages visited have not been updated in over six months while others have potentially
one post every other month. Lastly, from discussions with the organization, these pages may be created and
supervised by volunteers or various individuals, who are not necessarily granted permission by department
directors.
Social Media Communication Goals
One of the primary activities of the Digital Media Coordinator is to help departments reach their stated
communication goals by assisting departments in developing appropriate uses for social media, assisting in
selecting appropriate social media outlets and helping departments define a strategy for engagement using
social media and technology. Most of the public information content and activities are being conducted by
the Digital Media Coordinator, which has one staff member who splits their time doing other IT activities.
Currently, the communications function is handled primarily by the Digital Media Coordinator. An effective
public information program relies in part upon timely information from City staff about upcoming projects,
programs and services. For greater effectiveness and efficiency in informing the public, more employees
should be solely dedicated to communications and its practices.
We obtained the social media performance monitoring data along with the Facebook performance of a few
departments to enhance our understanding on how the organization assesses or analyzes these factors.
Refer to Appendix A for the examples obtained. The Digital Media Coordinator is only able to measure the
success or weakness of communications by independently reviewing individual pages with a quick glance on
a regular basis due to the lack of time and staff support.
Social Media Archiving
The City uses ArchiveSocial to store all public page posts, comments, tags, and deleted items. In order to
obtain optimal preservation and maintain compliance with Public Records Act and Freedom of Information
Act departments are encouraged to enroll in the service. If a comment violates the City’s content policies
due to being off-topic, obscene, pornographic, supportive of a particular political campaign, or etc., the
comment will be deleted. If the page is actively monitored by the Digital Media Coordinator, this will directly
feed into the City’s software – ArchiveSocial. This is not an automated process and currently, all user
comments are manually monitored by the Digital Media Coordinator. If IT does not have access, the deleted
comments are likely not being archived which puts the city at risk of noncompliance with laws such as
Freedom of Information Act and Nevada’s Public Records Law2.

2

Nevada’s Public Records Law applies to all public books and public records of a government entity, the contents of which are not
otherwise declared by law to be confidential.
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Finding 10:

Social media archiving is likely not in compliance for those departments not actively monitored by the Digital
Media Coordinator and the City’s software - ArchiveSocial.

Recommendation 10:

The City Manager with support from the IT Department should work with the individual departments to
ensure that all deleted comments are being properly archived within ArchiveSocial. This will require the
department providing the log in information specific to the site. In the event the department chooses to
take on the oversight themselves, the department should formally request this from the City Manager and IT
Department and include the departments approach to archiving.

Department Response:

CIO, Digital Media Coordinator, and District Attorney’s Office will update Social Media Policy to include
Recommendation 10 and provide for City Manager and Deputy City Manager Review by June 2020. City
Manager will review and implement by September 2020.

Finding 11:

The Digital Media Coordinator is responsible for the creation of the majority of the social media content and
monitoring. As the number of the City’s social media accounts continue to grow so do the comments and
followers. As such, the need for more moderation and department interaction also continues to rise.

Recommendation 11:

To assist with the additional monitoring performed by the Digital Media Coordinator, we propose that the
City acquire the risk management and analytics suite of the current ArchiveSocial software to assist in the
use of automated monitoring, analysis and alerts to violations of City policy, which should reduce the
amount of time on front-end monitoring but would still require an organizational response.

Department Response:

CIO will provide cost estimate for risk management and analytics suite of the current ArchiveSocial software
for budgeting in FY20/21 budget cycle.

Finding 12:

Currently, the communications function is handled primarily by the Digital Media Coordinator, which has one
staff member who splits their time doing other IT activities. An effective public information program relies in
part upon timely information from City staff about upcoming projects, programs and services. For greater
effectiveness and efficiency in informing the public, more employees should be solely dedicated to
communications and its practices.

Recommendation 12:

The City should create more skill sets internally among existing staff that require experience and knowledge
in digital communications, websites, and social media, in order to effectively ensure the City’s message and
branding is consistent with the goals of the Consolidated Municipality of Carson City and in compliance with
policy. To accomplish this, we recommend the City evaluate the possibility of partially shifting content
creation down to the department level which could allow for more timely content, responses, and relevant
information. In addition, we recommend that department directors become responsible for the detailed
oversight and monitoring of the department’s social media accounts while IT and the Digital Media
Coordinator are responsible for ensuring that department directors are appropriately reviewing and
reporting noncompliance to relevant individuals for enforcement.
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Department Response:

City Manager or Deputy City Manager will meet with Department Directors to discuss the possibility of
partially shifting content creation down to the department level which could allow for more timely content,
responses, and relevant information. Additionally, department directors’ responsibility for the detailed
oversight and monitoring of the department’s social media accounts will be incorporated into Social Media
Policy within the timeframes stated above.

SYSTEM SECURITY
The use of social media presents an additional entry point for technology risks such as malware and viruses,
these risks are increased when employees access social media sites on personal mobile or home devices that
unintentionally cause security issues for the City’s network.
Currently, the City does not have an Information Security Response Plan that documents the City’s approach
to addressing and managing the effects of a security breach or cyberattack in a way that minimizes the
damage and reduces recovery time and costs. An incident that is not effectively contained can lead to a data
breach with catastrophic consequences. Incident response provides this first line of defense against security
incidents, and in the long term, helps establish a set of best practices to prevent breaches before they
happen.

Finding 13:

The City does not have an Information Security Response Plan.

Recommendation 13:

The IT department should create an Information Security Response Plan to rapidly detect incidents,
minimize loss and destruction, mitigate weaknesses that were exploited, and restore computing services.
Since the threat landscape for social media represents a cyber security risk for the organization, we
recommend that the response plan be updated to include social media. The response plan should include at
a minimum the following items:


Procedures for responding to security incidents and evaluating the effectiveness of those policies
and procedures on a periodic basis.



Communication protocol for detected security events and review process by the individuals
responsible for the management of the security program and required actions to be taken.



Procedures to analyze security incidents and determine system impact.

Department Response:

CIO will create an Information Security Response Plan by June 2021.
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Appendix A – Example of Performance Monitoring of Facebook
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Appendix B – Updated Unacceptable Behavior Policy
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Executive Summary

Eide Bailly LLP performed an internal audit over Carson City’s (the “City”) Human Resources (HR) health benefits
administration for the period of January 1, 2019 through the audit date November 22, 2019. The internal audit
focused on HR’s administrative practices, the key features and costs of the City’s medical benefit plans, HR’s
process for determining employee enrollment and eligibility, and HR’s payments to providers.
During the internal audit, it was noted that the Human Resources Director and staff were very knowledgeable
about their processes and procedures and attentive to any improvements that may be needed.
During our review, we identified four (4) recommendations that would improve the City’s administration of
health benefits.

Background
As it pertains to the administration of group health benefits, all classified, unclassified, and elected City
employees shall have the benefit to participate in the City group health insurance program. The City has a fullyinsured health plan1, procured through the City’s insurance broker, LP Insurance Services.
Plan providers are as follows:
 Hometown Health – group health insurance provider and prescription drug coverage


Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield – dental and life coverage



EyeMed – vision coverage



Aetna – employee assistance program



HR Simplified – COBRA

The City has recently changed their health benefits provider for fiscal year 2020. This was a result of the City’s
previous plan provider increasing rates by 5%. The City’s insurance broker solicited quotes from the health
insurance market. The City agreed that Hometown Health would be the best carrier to achieve their financial
goals and provide the best experience for the employees. The City approved this agreement in April of 2019.2
The City has since seen a decrease in policy premiums at the beginning of Fiscal Year 2020 when they switched
over to Hometown Health as their new provider (see Appendix A for a month over month comparison of their
Medical & Pharmacy Performance).
City employees are eligible to participate in the plans listed above on the first of the month after sixty (60) days
of continuous full-time employment (i.e. for an employee hired on October 5, 2019, his or her benefit coverage
would be effective as of January 1, 2020). Status changes can be requested during open enrollment or special

The City has decided to purchase a fully-insured health plan based on cost benefit analysis. It was determined that fully-insured costs
less than what the City would pay to operate their own self-funded plan based on the current claim loss ratio of approximately 90%.
Additionally, self-funding comes with considerable additional risks.
2 Dental and life coverage were not marketed because the Board approved an agreement with Anthem in the previous fiscal year that
gave the City a two-year rate guarantee. Vision coverage was not marketed because the Board approved an agreement with EyeMed in
2017 that gave the City a four-year rate guarantee.
1
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enrollment period.3 City employees who elect to waive health coverage are entitled to a one-time incentive
payment of $1,200 less applicable withholdings.
Eligibility to participate in health benefits is identified by Human Resources. Once enrolled, health benefits and
claim management are 100% handled by the plan provider.

Objective & Scope

The objective of the audit was to determine whether Human Resources has adequate controls over health
benefits administration to ensure that health benefit premiums are calculated and paid accurately for eligible
active employees in accordance with policies and procedures, and the City follows healthcare provider
agreements.
Specifically, we evaluated:
1) HR’s administrative practices
2) The key features and costs of the City’s medical benefit plans
3) HR’s process for determining employee eligibility and enrollment
4) HR’s payments to providers
Claims Management was scoped out of the audit as HR does not have any involvement with claims management;
all claims are handled by the provider.
The scope of the audit was from January 1, 2019 through November 22, 2019.

Methodology

Procedures performed during this internal audit included the following:
 Interviewed selected Human Resource and Finance Department staff to obtain an understanding of the
employee health benefits administration process. The following personnel were interviewed:
○

Melanie Bruketta – Human Resources Director

○

Jacque Cassinelli – Human Resources Generalist

○

Jamie Stevenson – Accounting Manager (Finance and Payroll)



Reviewed all operational policies, procedures, manuals, and handbooks for administering employee
medical benefits.



Obtained and evaluated group health plans and associated contracts.



Examined whether health care plan vendor contracts are routinely reviewed for performance, customer
service, and cost-benefit analysis.



Determined whether the City has stop loss insurance and premium stabilization reserve.



Verified that supporting documentation for employees enrolled in the City’s health benefit plans are
maintained.



Verified that supporting documentation for dependent eligibility are maintained.

Special enrollment period is a thirty (30) day period immediately following a qualifying life event during which an eligible individual may
enroll in a plan. A qualifying life event are those events that occur during an individual’s life that would allow them to enroll in a plan
outside of the open enrollment period.
3
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Obtained and evaluated whether all new hires have been added to the City’s payroll system and
enrolled in medical benefits, including life insurance, timely, completely, and accurately.



Obtained and evaluated whether all eligible changes impacting employee benefits have been added to
the City’s payroll system and updated in medical benefits, including life insurance, timely, completely,
and accurately.



Obtained and evaluated whether all terminations, separations, and leave of absences impacting benefits
have been added to the City’s payroll system and medical benefits updated, including life insurance,
timely, completely, and accurately.



Conducted an analysis on employees and their dependents to determine whether any City employees
are simultaneously receiving benefits as an employee and a dependent of a city employee resulting in
city-provided redundant coverage.



Reviewed Human Resources and Payroll duties and responsibilities to ensure that there is proper
segregation of duties.



Inquired about plan management relating to the existence and frequency of participant complaints.

57
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Audit Results

Eide Bailly evaluated the adequacy of HR’s administrative practices related to employee benefits and its process
for determining employee enrollment and eligibility by performing the following procedures:


Compliance
Eide Bailly obtained and reviewed applicable regulations, policies, and procedures pertaining to
employee benefits. No instances of non-compliance were noted. Additionally, we performed an analysis
on enrolled employees and their dependents and determined that there were no existing redundancies
in coverage.



Segregation of Duties
Eide Bailly reviewed Human Resources and Payroll duties and responsibilities and noted that
appropriate segregation of duties are in place. Controls are in place for processing new enrollments,
benefit status changes, and termination / separation of benefits.



Contract Monitoring
Eide Bailly evaluated the City’s group health plans and identified that their contracts are routinely
reviewed for performance and cost-benefit analysis by the insurance broker to ensure quality of service
and competitive premium rates. The broker also solicits proposal from various insurance carriers in the
market and reviews them to determine which carriers will best meet the needs of the City’s employees
and financial goals. These plans are fully insured and as such, the broker works within the confines of
the fully insured regulatory landscape.



Record Retention
Eide Bailly verified that the City maintains all new hires, eligible changes, terminations, separations and
leave of absence records. New hire, status changes, termination and separation documentations are
filed with the respective employee records which are maintained in individual file folders stored in an
unlocked, revolving file cabinet within the Finance Department (see Finding #1 below). Leave records
are stored in a locked filing cabinet inside the Human Resources office. Lastly, dependent eligibility
documents are stored in a locked room, separate from where the leave records are stored inside the
Human Resources office.

58
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Findings & Recommendations

While the procedures performed indicate that controls are operating as designed, we noted four (4) findings
and recommendations to assist Human Resources and the City in strengthening internal controls related to the
administration of employee health benefits.
Finding #1: (Finance Department)
Employee and benefit documents are entirely paper based with sensitive and personally identifiable
information accessible by any employee in the Finance department. Keeping physical documentation poses
risks of inefficiency, increased costs, and are more prone to being misfiled, misplaced, or damaged.
Recommendation #1:
The City should adopt an online-based data management system for employee and benefit documents.
Moving to this type of system would improve efficiencies by providing more flexible, secure document
retention, reducing costs, is environmentally sustainable and would streamline the enrollment process
especially during the busy open-enrollment period.
In the interim, the employee files should be kept in a locked and secure location that is limited to those
individuals whose job responsibilities require access.
NOTE: The Finance Department is scheduled to have a new ERP system (MUNIS) launched in early 2020. The
functionality of the system has not yet been fully identified during the audit.
Department Response:
Currently the Finance Department keeps copies of status change forms, W-4 forms and other payroll related
information. These files do contain limited protected information. For the 1st pay period in January we are
implementing a new ERP System, each employee will have an on-line file. Forms that Finance needs will be
created in electronic format, approved in electronic format and saved/stored in the electronic employee file.
We are definitely considering scanning in current employee data now in the files so that all the employee
data is in the new system. This will very likely take six months to a year to accomplish. The files are stored
past the finance reception desk; therefore, if someone did walk in and start poking around, we would
certainly notice and stop them immediately. We do keep the cabinet closed most of the time, but not locked.
We have a key to the cabinet and will lock it when we are not accessing this information; until such time as
we no longer need the cabinet.
Finding #2: (HR)
HR benefits administration process is manual and documentation is entirely paper based. Keeping physical
documentation poses risks of inefficiency, increased costs, and are more prone to being misfiled, misplaced,
or damaged.
Recommendation #2:
The City should consider adopting an online-based data management system for employee and benefit
documents. Moving to this type of system would improve efficiencies by providing more flexible, secure
document retention, reducing costs, is environmentally sustainable and would streamline the enrollment
process especially during the busy open-enrollment period. If this is not immediately possible, an emailbased process should be implemented.
NOTE: The HR Department is scheduled to have a new ERP system (MUNIS) launched in early 2020. The
functionality of the system has not yet been fully identified during the audit.
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Department Response:
As noted in the finding, HR is exploring the possibility of moving to an online enrollment system. The
program that will be vetted is the Tyler ERP System called Employee Self-Service (ESS). ESS has been
implemented, but the health insurance enrollment module has not been evaluated. HR staff is scheduled to
evaluate the program and will consider security risks and make a determination if the use of the program
will in fact create more efficiency by reducing costs and saving time. The auditors did not find any errors
regarding misplaced, misfiled, or damaged enrollment forms. Employees have not complained about the
process currently in place. Again, HR staff will evaluate electronic programs and decide best when to
proceed. The ERP module will be evaluated in the spring of 2020.
Finding #3: (HR)
Procedures on how to obtain and submit forms for benefit enrollment and status changes are not clearly
documented and readily available for benefit participants to access on their own without additional
interaction with the HR Department.
Recommendation #3:
The City should establish a process and written procedure allowing benefit participants a self-service
approach for relevant HR benefit related forms to include new enrollment, enrollment changes, eligibility
documents, etc.
Department Response:
The auditors suggested adding language to the current Benefit Policy that states that employees have thirty
(30) days to notify Human Resources of a qualifying event. That language has been added to the policy. This
update has been submitted to the City Manager’s office and should be approved by the end of the month.
Relevant enrollment forms will be added to PolicyTech as well.
Finding #4: (HR)
There is no clear policy regarding employees simultaneously receiving City-provided benefits as an
employee and a dependent of a City employee or retiree.
Recommendation #4:
Verbiage should be added to the applicable HR benefit policies and the employee benefit packet that
specifically states, “An employee may not be simultaneously covered by City-provided medical benefits as a
City employee and as a dependent of another City employee or retiree.” As a practice, HR should implement
a process to identify these occurrences or work with the benefits provider to perform.
Department Response:
Suggested statement has been added to the HR Policy. This update has been submitted to the City
Manager’s office and should be approved by the end of the month.
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Appendix A: Medical & Pharmacy Performance
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STAFF REPORT
Report To: Audit Committee

Meeting Date: January 6, 2020

Staff Contact: Sheri Russell, Chief Financial Officer
Agenda Title: For Possible Action: Discussion and possible action regarding the monitoring, review and
closure of internal audit findings and/or recommendations included in the Audit Findings Tracking Report and
providing a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to close completed findings and/or recommendations.
(Sheri Russell, SRussell@carson.org)
Staff Summary: City staff will discuss the monitoring, review and closure of the previous internal auditor
findings and/or recommendations included in the Audit Findings Tracking Report.

Agenda Action: Formal Action/Motion

Time Requested: 15 minutes

Proposed Motion
Action will depend on the discussion. I move to [continue the monitoring and review of the items as discussed
or] recommend to the Board of Supervisors closing the items discussed based on the correction of findings and
recommendations included in the Audit Findings Tracking Report.

Board’s Strategic Goal
Efficient Government

Previous Action

August 8, 2019 - Staff brought the list of findings and/or recommendations to the Committee, and several of the
items were deemed corrected and were closed at the October 3, 2019 Board of Supervisors meeting.

Background/Issues & Analysis

Today I believe various items can be closed from the tracking report.
Capital Projects: Item 1, 3 & 5
FY 2018 CAFR Audit Findings: All Items were cleared during the fiscal year (FY) 19 Audit.
FY 2019 CAFR Audit Findings: The finding relates to the prior year and was not repeated in FY19. Closure is
recommended.
Cash Handling Audit: Items 1-5, 13-15, & 19
HR Admin – Eligible EE Group Ins: Items 1, 3 & 4

Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation
N/A

Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact?

Yes

No

If yes, account name/number:
Is it currently budgeted?

Yes

63
No
Final Version: 12/04/15

Explanation of Fiscal Impact:
Alternatives
N/A

Board Action Taken:
Motion: ______________________________

1) _________________
2) _________________

Aye/Nay
________
________
________
________
________

___________________________
(Vote Recorded By)
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Page 2

Carson City
Internal Audit Summary
Updated ‐ 12/23/19
Carson City ‐ Audit Findings Tracking Summary Report (revised 12‐23‐19)
Report
BOS Report
Report Name
Submittal
Approval
Community Facility Cost Recovery Study
11/28/2012 1/17/2013
Community Facility Cost Recovery Eagle Valley Gol 10/3/2012 5/16/2013
Fleet Management Efficiency Study
6/22/2013 7/18/2013
Fleet Utilization Study
1/30/2014
4/3/2014
Employee Efficiency Study
11/25/2014 12/4/2014
Internal Controls Review
3/31/2015
6/4/2015
Policy and Procedures Review
3/22/2016
Payroll Internal Controls Testing
7/27/2016 12/21/2017
P‐card Internal Controls Testing
7/27/2016 12/21/2017
Small Works Projects Review
2/17/2017 12/21/2017
Public Guardian Review
5/1/2017 12/21/2017
Purchasing and AP Internal Controls Testing
7/6/2017 12/21/2017
HTE Access Controls Testing
9/26/2017 12/21/2017
FY 2014 CAFR
12/18/2014 12/18/2014
FY 2015 CAFR
12/17/2015 12/17/2015
Capital Projects Process Review
5/3/2018
Public Guardian Follow Up Review
5/3/2018
3/7/2019
FY 2017 CAFR and Single Audit
11/30/2017 12/21/2017
FY 2018 CAFR and Single Audit
12/6/2018
Temporary Staffing Audit
5/9/2019
Fire Department Overtime Audit
5/9/2019
10/3/2019
FY2019 CAFR and Single Audit
12/3/2019
Cash Handling 2019
12/3/2019
Social Media Study
11/25/2019
HR Administration ‐ Eligible EE Group Ins.
12/3/2019
Total (including archived reports)
Legend:
Report Submittal = date report submitted to City
BOS Report Approval = date report adopted by BOS
Reporting Entity = organization that prepared the report
Report Findings = number of findings in the report
Completed Findings = number of findings completed by management
AC Approval = Audit Committee approval of completed findings
BOS Approval = Board of Supervisors approval of completed findings
Notes = notes about findings

Reporting
Entity
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
External Auditor
External Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
External Auditor
External Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
External Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor

Report
Findings
15
4
24
12
27
42
5
2
2
4
13
12
7
5
5
8
8
4
3
5
2
1

Completed
Findings
15
4
24
12
27
42
5
2
2
4
13
12
7
5
5
1
8
3

211

191

3
2

AC
Approval

4/21/2015
8/8/2016
8/8/2016
2/14/2017
5/9/2017
7/12/2017
10/3/2017
3/22/2016
3/22/2016
5/10/2018
5/10/2018
5/10/2018
12/6/2018
5/9/2019
5/9/2019

BOS
Approval

Notes

11/15/2018
12/21/2017
11/15/2018
11/15/2018
12/21/2017
11/15/2018
11/15/2018
12/21/2017
12/18/2014
12/17/2015
10/3/2019 Only Item 4 Closed
3/7/2019
3/7/2019 DA needs to update BOS on #4
10/3/2019 Partially
10/3/2019

Finding Corrected?
Y
Findings Addressed ‐ project closed
P
Partially Addressed items
N
Not yet addressed
*Y*

For Discussion today
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Carson City
Capital Projects Process Review
May 2, 2018
BOS
Item Acceptance
No. /Approval BOS Closure
Recommendation
1
5/3/2018
Develop and utilize a
scorecard that establishes
objective criteria to assist in
the evaluation of capital
projects during the capital
planning selection process.

Dept.
PW

Remediation Plan
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Est. Cost
Course of Action‐ Use current scorecard for sewer
CIPs and modify and determine objective criteria to
evaluate water and stromwater CIPs (Feb 2019).
Scorecards will be prepared for utility project CIPs in
time for each year’s budget planning period
(typically around January/February). We will also
plan on developing a scorecard for facility projects
(Feb 2020). Ultimate goal is to use data collected
through asset management program (work orders,
maintenance costs, condition, etc.) to feed CIP
decisions

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
*Y*

Expected
Compl. Date
Feb 2020

Expected Benefits‐ Use of objective data/criteria will
help us make effective data driven decisions and
improve transparency in the CIP planning process.

2

5/3/2018

Cultivate a Project
Management Manual that
provides standardized
templates, checklists, forms,
and best practice guidance.

PW

Course of Action‐ Create a project management
checklist that guides PMs through all required steps
to successfully complete a project. This checklist will
reference other project management related
documents that offer more detail on specific stages
of project management (project initiation forms,
guidelines to setting up project in Smartsheet,
creating project schedules, QA/QC for projects,
project closeout). The checklist will be placed in the
project folder and be required to be completed for
each CIP.
The checklist in combination with specific
documents and forms related to project
management will be located in a central site on the
network and be considered the "Project
Management Manual". There is no plan at this time
to create an actual manual.
Expected Benefits‐ Lead to better management of
capital projects

P

PM Manual
(February 2020)

Actual
Compl. Date
Status Comments
12/31/2019 We have developed a scorecard for sewer CIP projects and are in the process of
developing scorecards for water and stormwater capital projects to be ready
for next FY budget planning period (Feb 2019). These scorecards evaluate
projects and rank/prioritize using objective data such as age of pipe, material,
condition, capacity, maintenance cost, street classification, risk of failure,
consequence of failure, etc.
January 2019 Update‐ On track with scorecards for sewer, water and
stormwater projects to prioritize CIPs for this coming fiscal year (FY 2020).
Scorecard for facility projects to be developed in Feb. 2020.
May 2019 Update‐ Developed scorecards for water and sewer pipeline
replacement/rehabilitation projects and small stormwater projects that
consider probability of failure and consequence of failure criteria to help
objectively prioritize future CIPs. These scorecards will continue to be refined
and advanced in the future, particularly as our asset management program
develops. Scorecard for facility projects to be developed in Feb. 2020.
December 2019 Update‐ The City hired a consultant to perform a facility
condition assessment of all City buildings and facilities. This project is over
50% complete. The deliverable will provide the City with a 10‐year CIP list for
all buildings and facilities that objectively identifies the criticality of each CIP
to help prioritize projects. These reports will be used as the scorecards for
facilities moving forward. The report will be received in February 2020 for use
in the upcoming FY21 budgeting process
In process of developing a project management checklist for project managers
to complete for each CIP. This checklist will track from project initiation to
closeout. This checklist will reference to other PM documents related to
different stages of the project (project initiation forms, guidelines to setting up
project in Smartsheet, creating project schedules, QA/QC for projects, project
closeout). A draft of checklist has been developed and is currently in circulation
for comments. We anticipate checklist to be completed and in‐use by Jan 2019.
After completion of PM checklist, the checklist in combination with specific
documents and forms related to project management will be located in a
central site on the network and be considered the "Project Management
Manual". There is no plan at this time to create an actual manual.
January 2019 Update‐ The decision was made in December 2018 to create a
formal project management manual. A working group, consisting of different
personnel across public works that is involved with various stages of capital
projects, was formed to help develop the contents of the manual. The manual
is about 1/3 of the way done and will be complete in time to manage next fiscal
year's capital projects (July 2019). This manual will include standardized
templates, checklists, forms and best practice guidance as initially
recommended by auditor. (See all PM Manual References Below)
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Carson City
Capital Projects Process Review
May 2, 2018
BOS
Item Acceptance
No. /Approval BOS Closure

3

5/3/2018

Recommendation

Subscribe to Electronic
Signature Services to
expedite the contract
approval process.

Dept.

PW

Remediation Plan
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)

Course of Action‐ Public Works will have the
discussion with Purchasing & Contracts to see what
options are available for electronic signature
implementation. Discussion will occur in Fall 2018
and then decision will be made on whether to
pursue or not

Est. Cost

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)

Expected
Compl. Date

*N*

October 2019

*Y*

July 2020

Expected Benefits‐ If implemented, the contract
approval process would be expedited

5

5/3/2018

Explore system support for
staff payroll on capital
projects to enable more
efficient and effective
tracking of Public Works
staff time.

PW

Course of Action‐ Continue to learn more about the
capabilities of the new ERP system. When ERP
system is implemented and staff is trained, we will
have the capabilities to provide more efficient and
effective tracking of Public Works staff time.
Anticipate ERP implementation to occur in next 12
months
Expected Benefits‐ Enable more efficient and
effective tracking of Public Works staff time.

Actual
Compl. Date

Status Comments
August 2019 Update: The goal of Public Works was to complete the PM
Manual by July in time for the start of FY20 projects. However, due to the
heightened demand from capital projects and other critical special projects,
transition to the new Munis system and the impact to public works project
management workflow, as well as the other daily duties required of public
works personnel, this task was unfortunately unable to be fully completed by
the July timeframe. Public Works will continue to move forward with competing
the PM manual over the next couple months and anticipates completing by the
end of the calendar year.
December 2019 Update ‐ The first draft version of the PM Manual is complete
and circulating through Public Works for review and comment. Once
comments are collected and necessary revisions are made, then the first
version will be complete. Public Works anticipates this occurring by the end of
February 2020.

12/31/2019 We do spend a great amount of time collecting signatures and passing
documents around, so exploring electronic signature options may be beneficial.
Public Works will have the discussion with Purchasing & Contracts to see what
options are available. Discussion will occur in Fall 2018. ‐ New ERP System will
definitely have electronic approvals as well as some electronic signature
options. We would like to wait until we are farther along in the
implementation process.
January
2019 Update‐ Meeting was held in Fall 2018 and decision was made to wait
until new ERP system is rolled out. The ERP system will include electronic
approvals as well as some electronic signature options. Implementation Team ‐
Purchasing Admin. ‐ Carol Akers
December 2019 Update ‐ We did not
purchase the Contract Module of the ERP software. We would like to keep our
current signature process and place and forgo electronic signatures for now.
12/31/2019 The new ERP system will allow time entry for projects directly in the system.
This will eliminate the necessity for the current method of keeping a separate
project time sheet and then doing a journal entry to do the direct billing for
Public Works Staff time. Implementation Team ‐ Accounting Manager ‐ Jamie
Stevenson
In the meantime, we will work to update project timesheets more regularly to
better track project costs in "real time"
December 2019 Update ‐ The City is now using the Executime software to
track and input staff hours for capital projects in "real time"
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Capital Projects Process Review
May 2, 2018
BOS
Item Acceptance
No. /Approval BOS Closure
Recommendation
6
5/3/2018
Clearly identify and separate
capital project documents to
properly track contract
modifications.

Dept.
PW

Remediation Plan
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Est. Cost
Course of Action‐ Modify or create new
guidelines/policy that outline and clearly specify bid,
conformed and contractual documents for each
project. These guidelines will integrate with the
project management checklist referred to in item
#2.

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
P

Expected Benefits‐ Improve organization of project
documents

7

5/3/2018

Expand capital project close‐
out processes to include a
review of project costs,
deliverables, and required
documentation.

PW

Course of Action‐ Create step‐by‐step procedure
document outlining proper project close‐out. These
guidelines will integrate with the project
management checklist referred to in item #2.

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
(PM Manual)
Public Works staff is currently working on modifying project management
February 2020
procedural documents to clearly define and distinguish between bid
documents, conformed documents and contract documents and to specify the
location of where each of these document types should be filed in the project
folder. These procedures will integrate with the project management checklist
referred to in item #2. Properly designating the contract documents will help
identify and track any changes made or modified via addenda
January 2019 Update‐ Public Works has completed developing specific folder
locations and guidelines for project managers to follow to place bid documents,
conformed documents and contract documents. This process will also be added
to the PM Manual to be completed in July 2019. See #2 above for December
2019 Update.

P

(PM Manual)
February 2020

A draft step‐by‐step procedure document outlining proper project close‐out
has been created and is currently in circulation for comments. We anticipate
this close‐out procedure to be completed and in‐use by Jan 2019.
This will be added as step in the project management checklist
January 2019 Update‐ Public Works has completed developing document
outlining proper project close‐out. This will formally be included as part of the
PM Manual to be completed in time for next fiscal year projects. See #2 above
for December 2019 Update.

P

(PM Manual)
February 2020

This will be added as a step in the project management checklist and be
required for PMs to complete before closing out project. A standard form will
be developed that addresses lessons learned related to construction issues,
quality control, external department coordination (for projects where public
works PMs run a project for Parks department), comparing final outcomes to
scope, cost outcomes, performance measures, and project objectives (such as
milestones/targets).
This postmortem form will be required to be completed by PMs before a
project can be closed out

Expected Benefits‐ Improve close‐out of projects
and improve organization and how we manage
projects in the future
8

5/3/2018

Create a project postmortem
process to continuously
improve capital project
efficiencies.

PW

Course of Action‐ Create a standard form that
addresses lessons learned related to construction
issues, quality control, external department
coordination (for projects where public works PMs
run a project for Parks department), comparing final
outcomes to scope, cost outcomes, performance
measures, and project objectives (such as
milestones/targets). This document will integrate
with the project management checklist referred to
in item #2.
This postmortem form will be required to be
completed by PMs before a project can be closed
out.
Expected Benefits‐ Improve future management of
projects

January 2019 Update‐ A draft document outlining proper project debrief
process has been created by Public Works. This will formally be included as part
of the PM Manual to be completed in time for next fiscal year projects. See #2
above for December 2019 Update
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Carson City
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BOS
Item Acceptance
Finding
No. /Approval BOS Closure
No.
Finding
1
12/6/2019
2018‐001 Financial Statements may be
materially misstated as a result
of ineffective review of
complicated and/or non‐
reoccurring journal entries and
other similar transactions

Recommendation
More attention and
thoughtful consideration be
given to the supervision and
review of complicated,
individually material and/or
non‐reoccurring journal
entries.

Dept.

Remediation Plan
Owner
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Carson City will ensure that implementations of
new standards which can be challenging or non‐
recurring transactions are implemented and
reviewed by the appropriate staff level

Est. Cost
$
‐

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
*Y*

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
6/30/2019 11/12/2019 FY19 should be a much smoother process as
the appropriate staff will be able to take on
new GASB implementations and it will be
reviewed by the CFO instead of prepared by
the CFO. ‐ Implemented Auditor Cleared
Finding.

2

12/6/2019

2018‐002 Financial Statements may be
materially misstated as a result
of the failure to appropriately,
and timely, communicate
significant transactions and/or
contractual changes between
various operational
departments and the Finance
Department.

Finance Department attend
and or review minute of
various meeting and
committees to ensure
awareness of what is going
on. As well as a greater
degree of person to person
communication between
finance and other
departments.

Management will be more involved in the
$
meetings and committees to ensure we are aware
of new agreements, in addition, the fire
department is updating their SOP's to ensure
Finance is aware of all new agreements within 5
days of the execution of a new agreement or
amended agreement.

‐

0

*Y*

6/30/2019

11/12/2019 An amendment was done on a Medicare
Contract which significantly increased the
amount of revenue the City was going to
receive. The agreement was executed on
November 17th, and we issued our FY17 audit
report on November 30th. The auditor
maintains that we should have known and
accrued the revenue as a receivable. Finance
did not receive a copy of the amended contract
until October 2018. We are now attending
meetings and Fire is aware that Finance needs
to be notified of any such contracts.
Implemented Auditor Cleared Finding.

3

12/6/2019

2018‐003 Failure to appropriately verify
entity status are not debarred,
suspended, or otherwise
excluded from or ineligible for
participation in Federal
assistance programs or
activities prior to entering into
a covered transaction.

City should verify that an
entity is not debarred,
suspended or otherwise
excluded from or ineligible
for participation in Federal
assistance programs or
activity before entering into
a covered transaction.

Purchasing & Contracts Department will verify
$
debarment and suspension status on the System
for Award Management (SAM) website. Moving
forward a pdf print screen will be saved
electronically and a paper copy will be included in
the contract project file as supporting
documentation. The contract will not be executed
until the verification is complete.

‐

0

*Y*

6/30/2019

11/12/2019 We have updated procedures for the
purchasing and contracts position to indicate
that this must be completed and documented
prior to executing the contract. ‐ Implemented
Auditor Cleared Finding.
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BOS
Item Acceptance
Finding
No. /Approval BOS Closure
No.
Finding
1
12/6/2019
2019‐001 The fiscal year 2018 SEFA was
understated by $215,000 as
finance was misinformed as to
what was reimbursable on the
JAC relocation project. The
inclusion of the $215,000
would not have affected our
determination of major
pograms in 2018, and did not
affect our 2019 determination
of major programs

Recommendation
Department level Program
Managers should receive
additional training on how to
evaluate award terms and
determine more precisely
what costs are allowed under
each program to ensure that
reimbursable costs are
captured completely and
timely.

Dept.

Remediation Plan
Owner
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Est. Cost
Management informed the auditor that additional $
‐
training will be provided to the Transit
Coordinator to improve understanding and
awareness of what is and is not reimburseable,
and associated timelines. Communication and
coordination with finance will also be improved
between public works and finance, especially with
regard to expenses and projects that overlap fiscal
years.

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
*Y*

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
6/30/2019
6/30/2019 Staff encountered the error during our
preparation of the FY19 SEFA and informed
Public Works that this would result in a finding
very early in the audit. The employee no
longer works with the City and that position is
currently vacant. However, we are confident
that the Transportation Manager will work
with us as we move forward to ensure
expenses are properly captured, and the
position is filled, the new Transit Coordinator
will receive the proper training. We do not
expect a repeated finding in FY20.
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Temporary Staffing Audit
May 5, 2019
BOS
Item Acceptance
Recommendation
No. /Approval BOS Closure
1
We recommend the City conduct further
evaluation by legal professional on the
legal risks identified from this internal
audit. "We noted Department of Labor
considerations which may indicate an
"employment relationship" between
Carson and temporary employees.
2

Recommend a single timesheet format be
used by temporary workers and for
management to implement the
requirement to accurately record break
periods.

Dept.

Remediation Plan
Owner
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Carson City District Attorney's Office is
researching the any possible legal issues with
hiring temporary employees through
Marathon.

Management will speak with departments on
how time is reported, there may be two
approved methods, one being a spreadsheet if
there are multiple employees and one being
the Marathon Timesheet ‐ which is their
internal form.

Est. Cost
$
‐

$

‐

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
P

0

P

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
3/31/2020
DA has performed some research; however,
the DA is still looking into the legal distinction
between Temporary and Permanent
employees. The DOL Fact Sheet on an
"Employee Relationship" under the FLSA refers
to distinguishing independent contractors and
employees, which is not the same distinction
here.
3/31/2020
Finance is working with Departments on one
City prepared timesheet when several
Marathon employees are on the same
timesheet. We have obtained the different
lists used, and are now trying to find common
ground. We are also still planning on allowing
the use of the Marathon provided timesheet
for smaller departments who only have one
person on their staff for a very short period of
time.
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Cash Handling Audit
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Item
Remediation Plan
No. BOS Closure
Finding/Recommendation
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
1
LIBRARY: Incompatible duties where they Proper segregation of duties between cash
collect cash and prepare the bank deposit. handling and preparation of bank deposits
should be put into practice to prevent
individuals from handling unrecorded cash and
preparing the bank deposit.

Est. Cost
$
‐

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
*Y*

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
12/1/2019
Although the Library has limited full and part‐time
staff available, they will work to assign another
staff person each day. The procedure will be
implemented by the last day of November.

2

The Finance Clerk should sign‐off on the cash
Daily balancing of the cash transactions
transactions reconciliation as evidence that the
lacks sign‐off by the Finance Clerk as
evidence that the activity was preformed. activity was preformed.

$

‐

0

*Y*

11/18/2019

The Finance Clerk will add signing the cash
transaction sheet each day it is prepared and add
this step to the cash transactions process. The
Business Manager will review the sheets as part of
the deposit reconciliation to ensure it has been
signed. This process has been put in place as of
November 18, 2019.

3

Controls are not in place to prevent or
detect misappropriation of assets

Implement a preventative control where a
second person is present in the same room
while the cash is being recounted and bank
deposit preparations are preformed.
Alternatively, the Library should request
installation of a camera as a detective control
to observe the cash count and bank deposit
preparation when another person is not
present.

$

‐

0

*Y*

1/1/2020

Library will review staff availability in order to add
a person to sit in the same room with the Finance
Clerk while the cash recount/reconciliation occurs.
Due to library open hours and staff schedules it will
likely be a different person each day. Library does
prefer the camera solution recommended and will
request this as part of their FY21 budget process as
a long‐term solution. Add staff process will be in
place in Early December.

4

Although there is a biweekly inventory
performed the bus passes require
additional safekeeping.

We recommend adding additional controls to
secure the bus passes.

$

‐

0

*Y*

1/1/2020

Library is working with JAC to address the finding.

5

Checks are endorsed the following day by Individuals processing the payment should
endorse checks immediately upon receipt.
the Finance Clerk which is not in
compliance with the City's Cash Handling
Policy.

$

‐

0

*Y*

11/30/2019

The Library will purchase additional check
endorsement stamps for the cash registers in
November. Immediately endorsing the checks will
be added to the transaction process as soon as
stamps are received.
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6

CLERK & RECORDER: Cash handing is not
in compliance with the City's Cash
Handling Policy.

We recommend adding additional controls to
secure cash. To note, locked cash drawers are
both behind locked doors, with security
cameras, and is inside the Courthouse which is
secured at all entrances. At a minimum, the
department should request a policy
modification to the City's Cash Handling Policy.

$

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

Clerk‐Recorder will address the additional controls
to secure cash.

7

Clerk Dept. should mirror the practice of the
Safekeeping of the keys to the cash
drawers require additional modification to Recorders and keep the key to the cash drawer
in their custody at all times.
be in compliance with the City's Cash
Handling Policy.

$

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

Chief Deputy Clerk will provide each staff member
their individual cash drawer key that they will
maintain possession of.

8

Multiple individuals have access to
perform transactions from the same cash
drawer, which is not in compliance with
the City's Cash Handling Policy. Each user
has their own log‐in code which they need
to input before a transaction can be
processed.

We recommend the department update the
procedures cash drawer section of their
department specific policy and procedure and
add details on the user log‐in process when
preforming cash transactions that allow for
each user to record their transactions while
sharing the same cash drawer.

$

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

Clerk‐Recorder will update the cash drawer
procedures within it's department specific policy
and procedure.

9

Cash Handling training sessions are not
conducted every two years which is not in
compliance with the City's Cash Handling
Policy.

Conduct cash handling refresher training every
two years to ensure employees handling cash
are adhering to the City's Cash Handling Policy
with the first session scheduled to be
conducted in January 2020

$

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

Clerk‐Recorder will request each staff member
within its' departments watch the Carson City
Treasurer's cash handling video as well as facilitate
a department meeting to discuss cash handling
procedures every two years. There will be an
attendance log and agenda for each meeting held.

10

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: Controls
are not in place to prevent or detect
misappropriation of assets.

Analyze the security needs of each cash
collection point and strengthen security
controls whenever necessary.

$

‐

0

N

6/30/2020

Community Development has current fiscal year
budget to address the security needs.

11

Security controls are weak and are not in
compliance with the City's Cash Handling
Policy.

We recommend implementing tighter security
controls in compliance with the City's Policy.

$

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

The Department is currently looking at options for
recommended controls.
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12

Multiple individuals have access to
perform transactions from the same cash
drawer, which is not in compliance with
the City's Cash Handling Policy.

We recommend that the department use cash $
registers or POS system that requires each user
to input a unique log‐in code before a
transaction can be processed. This will allow
investigation of shortages, overages, or
misappropriation of cash.

‐

0

N

1/31/2020

The department plans to install locked cash
drawers for each individual user and expense to
have them in place by the end of December.

13

During the evening count and
reconciliation of the drawers the cash
handler did not generate all required
reports causing the end of the day total
amounts to not balance when there
should not have been an issue
Refresher cash handling training sessions
are not being done every two years, which
is not in compliance with the City's Cash
Handling Policy.
TREASURER'S OFFICE: Incompatible duties
were noted with cash handling, recording,
and preparation of bank deposits.

$
Cash handlers should ensure all necessary
reports for end‐of‐day reconciliation are
present when handing over their cash drawers
to the reconciler. Cash handlers should provide
the necessary reports to the reconciler daily.

‐

0

*Y*

11/30/2019

The Department management expects that all
necessary reports are provided to the reconciler.
The reconciler is to report to the manager
whenever such reports are not provided. This
process is already in place.

$

‐

0

*Y*

11/30/2019

$
Proper segregation of duties between cash
handling , recording of transactions, and
preparation of bank deposits should be put into
practice to prevent individuals from handling
unrecorded cash and preparing the bank
deposit.

‐

0

*Y*

12/1/2019

The Department will immediately implement a
policy to refresh cash handling training for all
employees at least once every year, in December
of each year.
Treasurer's has a limited number of staff so total
segregation of duties is difficult. To compensate
for this, cash is counted by a second employee.
Additionally, the Chief Deputy Treasurer is told of
any discrepancies and oversees the recording of all
deposits.

16

Controls are not in place to prevent or
detect misappropriation of assets

The department should analyze security needs
of each cash collection point and strengthen
security controls whenever necessary.

$

‐

0

N

6/30/2020

The City's IT department is working on getting
cameras for City Hall which will capture out front
counter and safe. The cost of the project was
included in the FY20 Budget and should be
completed by June 30, 2020.

17

Cash handlers are subject to unannounced
audits by the Treasurer's Office on an
annual basis in those departments/areas
where they maintain petty cash and/or
change funds. However, this has not
occurred since 2017, which is out of
compliance with the City's Cash Handling
Policy.

$
In accordance with the City's Cash Handling
Policy, the Treasurer's Office should resume the
annual surprise cash audits to ensure cash
handling procedures are being followed
throughout the departments.

‐

0

N

4/30/2020

Treasurer's will resume the surprise cash audits in
the Spring of 2020. The City has several software
conversions taking place across City departments
so we will resume the surprise cash audits after
each Department has started using their new
software and any resulting new procedures are in
place.

14

15

Conduct cash handling refresher training every
two years to ensure employees handling cash
are adhering to the City's Cash Handling Policy.
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18

Daily cash reconciliation and end‐of‐shift
process are not in compliance with both
the City's Cash Handling Policy and the
City' Cash Handling training video.

We recommend cash handlers follow the City's $
Cash Handling Policy. Alternatively, we
recommend updating the policy to address the
department's current process which is effective
and sufficient.

‐

0

N

4/30/2020

Morning count works better for the Treasurer's.
By Spring of 2020 the Treasurer will prepare a
document for approval which will outline the
exceptions to the Cash Handling Policy for the
Treasurer's Office. This will allow incorporation of
any new procedures through the implementation
of the upcoming software conversions.

19

Daily cash counts were performed where
it is visible from the customer's
perspective, which is not in compliance
with the City's Cash Handling Policy.

We recommend starting a few minutes earlier
than 8am to allow time for the morning count
before the department opens to the public.
Alternatively, employees can take their cash
drawers to a secure location and preform their
count there, away from the view of the public.

$

‐

0

*Y*

12/1/2019

The Treasurer's Office will have the cashiers
perform the cash counts in a secure location away
from public view.

20

Refresher cash handling training sessions
are not being done every two years, which
is not in compliance with the City's Cash
Handling Policy.

Conduct cash handling refresher training every $
two years. Additionally, we recommend
submitting a request for Policy Tech to send an
annual notification which website links for
other departments to access the Cash Handling
Training Video.

‐

0

N

5/31/2020

Policy states that various City departments are
responsible for their employees receiving training.
Each May, Treasurer sends an e‐mail reminder to
departments asking them to revisit the cash
handling video. Beginning May 2020, we will
update our records to reflect the names of their
employees that have been trained and the dates of
their initial training, and refresher training.
Thereafter we will continue to follow‐up with each
department on an annual basis to confirm the
training and keep our records updated.
Treasurer's office is constantly discussing cash
handling procedures, but will document this going
forward. Policy tech was requested, but they were
told it was not possible, therefore, it was made
available on the Treasurer's web page for easy
access.
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Item
Remediation Plan
No. BOS Closure
Recommendation
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
1
City run social media sites created without the
Create a list of all active Social Media Accounts.
approval of the City Manager or the knowledge of the Implement annual review.
IT department.

Est. Cost
$
‐

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
N

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
3/31/2020
City Manager Office will ask that Departments
provide to CIO a listing of all active social media
accounts.

2

Obtain Social Media Asset forms for all existing
Although the City has developed associated policies
social media sites. Enforce the use of this form
and procedures to address social media usage and
going forward.
assessed the risks of employee's access to social
media sites, there does not appear to be any approval
or enforcement process.

$

‐

0

N

3/31/2020

City Manager will work with IT and CIO and Digital
Media Coordinator shall obtain all Social Media Asset
forms for all existing social media sites.

3

Evaluate enforcement practices related to non‐
We reviewed the citywide Social Media policy on
compliance with the City's Social media policy
PolicyTech which states, “Departments wishing to
create and manage department specific social media and document the approach.
assets,…should fill out a Social Media Asset Form
(available on CCNET) and submit if for approval by the
City Manager.” However, this policy was not
enforcement, which increases the risk to the City, as
the social media site may not be administered or
monitored in accordance with the citywide policy.

$

‐

0

N

9/30/2020

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator will evaluate
enforcement practices.

4

Social media site created without a formal request or Formalize the social media request and approval
process prior to creating a new site.
approval obtained. We compared the current social
media policy on PolicyTech to the draft version of the
policy being updated and noted one area that should
be included in the updated policy. The updated policy
needs the method or methods for which the
departments would obtain approval from the City
Manager prior to creating a social media site.

$

‐

0

N

6/30/2020

CIO, Digital Media Coordinator, and District
Attorney's Office will update Social Media Policy and
provide to CM for review.

5

Risks of employee’s access to social media sites while Update the unacceptable behavior policy
on the City’s network and personal mobile devices has
not been addressed in the Unacceptable Behavior
policy.

$

‐

0

N

9/30/2020

HR Director will update policy as proposed and CM
will review and approve. NOTE: Regarding 1st
Amendment rights by accepting public employment
the U.S. Supreme Court has found that citizens do not
surrender their rights. However, an employer can
impose certain restraints so long as the restrictions
are based upon the government's interest in
"promoting efficiency and integrity in the discharge of
official duties and maintaining proper discipline in the
public service."
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6

Risks of employee’s access to social media sites while
on the City’s network and personal mobile devices has
not been addressed in the Computer Resources Usage
policy.

Update the Computer Resources Usage Policy to
include Employee personal use of social media
using City devices and for business purposes
using personally owned devices.

$

‐

0

N

9/30/2020

HR Director will update policy as proposed and CM
will review and approve.

7

Individual city departments have their own social
media policy that does not align with the city’s Social
Media policy.

Review current social media accounts for
compliance with set rules add modifications if
necessary.

$

‐

0

N

12/31/2020

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall review each
departments social media polies and forward
recommendations to the department director.

8

CCHHS department Marketing and Communications
Procedures have several best practices including,
content approval hierarchy, a style guide, and
templates. However, the policy does not include
controls over social media communications such as
monitoring, archiving, and site removal.

Departments should update their social media
$
policies to ensure they aline with and refer to the
Citywide Policy.

‐

0

N

12/31/2020

CIO and Digital Media Coordinator shall review each
departments social media polies and forward
recommendations to the department director.

9

Online access to request new social media account(s) IT department should provide tracking and timely $
or marketing campaign would help to streamline the approval of requests for new social media
accounts.
request and approval process.

‐

0

N

Start as soon
as form is
available.

New social media requests/Forms can be handled
through current IT help Desk e‐mail process.

10

Social media archiving is likely not in compliance for
those departments not actively monitored by the
Digital Media Coordinator and the City’s software ‐
ArchiveSocial.

‐

0

N

9/30/2020

All deleted comments should be properly
archived with comments.

$

CIO, Digital Media Coordinator, and District
Attorney's Office will update Social Media Policy and
provide for CM for review.
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11

The Digital Media Coordinator is responsible for the
creation of the majority of the social media content
and monitoring. As the number of the City’s social
media accounts continue to grow so do the comments
and followers. As such, the need for more moderation
and department interaction also continues to rise.

Recommend the City acquire the risk
management and analytics suite of the current
ArchiveSocial software to assist in the use of
automated monitoring, analysis and alerts to
violation of City policy.

$

‐

0

N

FY21 Budget
Cycle

CIO will provide cost estimate for risk management
and analytics suite of the current ArchiveSocial
Software for FY 21 budge cycle. ‐ NOTE that recent
court cases have found government social media
accounts to be "designated pubic forums", meaning
that individuals have a 1st amendment right to
comment on government social media pages.
However restrictions are permitted where they are
viewpoint neutral and reasonable. To implement
these restrictions, there must be an explicit policy
indicating the government intent to restrict the forum
to certain topics. Where the social media policy
allows for departments to delete certain comments,
clear guidelines will be needed. Additionally I would
recommend disclaiming on the individual social media
page what the purpose of the page is to limit the
scope of the forum and disclaiming which types of
comments will not be permitted.

12

Determine duties regarding who is responsible
Currently, the communications function is handled
primarily by the Digital Media Coordinator, which has for content and monitoring of such content.
one staff member who splits their time doing other IT
activities. An effective public information program
relies in part upon timely information from City staff
about upcoming projects, programs and services. For
greater effectiveness and efficiency in informing the
public, more employees should be solely dedicated to
communications and its practices.

$

‐

0

N

12/30/2020

CM will meet with Department Directors to discuss
the possibility of partially shifting content creation
down to the department level which could allow for
more timely content, responses, and relevant
information. Additionally, Dept. Directors'
responsibility for the detailed oversight and
monitoring of the department's social media accounts
will be incorporated into the Social Media Policy
within the timeframes Stated above

13

The City does not have an Information Security
Response Plan

$

‐

0

N

6/30/2021

CIO will create an Information Security response Plan.

Create a Information Security Response Plan to
include procedures for responding to security
incidents, communication protocol and
determine system impact.
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Item
No. BOS Closure
Recommendation
1
Employee and benefit documents are paper
based with sensitive information accessible by
any employee in the Finance Department.
Keeping physical documentation poses risk of
inefficiency, increased costs, and are more
prone to being misfiled, misplaced, or
damaged.

Remediation Plan
(Course of Action & Expected Benefits)
Est. Cost
The City should adopt an on‐line based data
$
‐
management system. NOTE: Finance is
scheduled to implement the Payroll module of
the ERP System for the first payroll in January.
We recommend that in the interim, the
employee files should be in a locked and secure
location that is limited to those individuals whose
job responsibilities require access.

Est.
Savings

Finding
corrected?
(Y, N, Partial)
0
*Y*

Expected
Actual
Compl. Date Compl. Date
Status Comments
12/1/2019
Most forms in the new system will be completed and
maintained within the system. Over the next 6
months to a year, I have asked our new Payroll
Coordinator to start scanning in the employee files,
so all Finance employee files are located in Tyler. We
will keep the cabinet locked until we have scanned all
employee files and can shred the hard copy and
remove the cabinet.

2

HR benefits administration process is manual
and documentation is entirely paper based.
Keeping physical documentation poses risk of
inefficiency, increased costs, and are more
prone to being misfiled, misplaced, or
damaged.

The City should adopt an on‐line based data
$
management system. NOTE: HR is scheduled to
implement the Human Resources modules of the
ERP System in Early January.

3

Procedures on how to obtain and submit
forms for benefit enrollment and status
changes are not clearly documented and
readily available for benefit participants to
access on their own without additional
interaction with the HR department.

The City should establish a process and written
procedures allowing benefit participants a self‐
service approach for relevant HR benefit related
forms to include new enrollment, enrollment
changes, eligibility documents, etc.

*Y*

12/31/2019

4

There is no clear policy regarding employees
simultaneously receiving City‐provided
benefits as an employee and a dependent of a
City employee or retiree.

Verbiage should be added to the applicable HR
benefit policies and the employee benefit packet
that specifically states, " An employee may not be
simultaneously covered by City‐provided medical
benefits as a City employee and as a dependent
of another City employee or retiree." As a
practice, HR should implement a process to
identify these occurrences or work with the
benefits provider to perform.

*Y*

12/31/2019

‐

0

N

4/30/2020

HR is exploring the possibility of moving to an online
enrollment system. The program that will be vetted
is the Tyler ERP System called Employee Self‐Service
(ESS). ESS has been implemented, but the health
insurance enrollment module has not been
evaluated. HR Staff is scheduled to evaluate the
program and will consider security risks and make a
determinations if the use of the program will in fact
create more efficiency by reducing costs and saving
time in Spring 2020.
Language has been added to the current benefit
policy stating that employees have 30 days to notify
Human Resources of a qualifying event. This update
has been submitted to the City Manager's office and
should be approved by the end of the calendar year.
Relevant enrollment forms will be added to Policy
Tech as well
Suggested statement has been added to the HR
policy. The update has been submitted to the City
Manager's office and should be approved by the end
of the calendar year.
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STAFF REPORT
Report To: Audit Committee

Meeting Date: January 6, 2020

Staff Contact: Sheri Russell, Chief Financial Officer & Audrey Donovan, Senior Manager, Eide Bailly, LLP
Agenda Title: For Possible Action: Discussion and possible action regarding agreed upon procedures

established by Eide Bailly and Staff regarding the FY20 Audit Work Program. (Sheri Russell,
SRussell@carson.org)

Staff Summary: Representatives from Eide Bailly, LLP and City staff will be discussing and taking direction
from the Audit Committee regarding the agreed upon procedures for the items agreed to as part of the FY20
Audit Work Program. Eide Bailly will present suggested agreed upon procedures for the Citywide Revenue &
Accounts Receivable and the Citywide Budget Monitoring audits.
Agenda Action: Formal Action/Motion

Time Requested: 20 minutes

Proposed Motion

I move to direct Eide Bailly and staff to proceed with the agreed upon procedures as discussed on the record.

Board’s Strategic Goal
Efficient Government

Previous Action
N/A

Background/Issues & Analysis

9/9/2019 – The Audit Committee discussed various annual projects for Eide Bailly, and requested that agreed
upon procedures be brought back for discussion before work began for the Citywide Budget Monitoring Audit.
Eide Bailly will present suggested agreed upon procedures for:
1. Citywide Revenue & Accounts Receivable
2. Citywide Budget Monitoring

Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation
Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact?

Yes

No

If yes, account name/number:
Is it currently budgeted?

Yes

No

Explanation of Fiscal Impact: N/A
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Alternatives
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N/A

Board Action Taken:
Motion: ______________________________

1) _________________
2) _________________

Aye/Nay
________
________
________
________
________

___________________________
(Vote Recorded By)
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CITYWIDE REVENUE & ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AUDIT
Objective:
To assess revenue capture and collection processes. IA to identify all major sources of revenue for the City,
including those that are paid indirectly through a third-party such as hotels, businesses, and the State to ensure
that all charges and fees allowed by law are assessed and collected in a timely manner. Additionally, determine
the entity responsible for ensuring controls over the revenue source(s) and verify the existence of strong
internal controls and adequate segregation of duties.
Areas to Consider:
 Determine whether there are receivables that are not recorded in the City’s books.


Review and evaluate the type of records that are maintained to support the receivables.



Determine what steps are being performed to collect the outstanding receivables.



Determine whether billing systems are in place to bill timely and effective internal controls are in place.



Determine whether the City has developed and implemented written accounts receivable policies and
procedures and are operating in compliance with City policies and procedures; laws, regulations and
guidelines.

Audit Procedures
1. Interview key personnel within Finance and other departments to get an understanding of
processes.
2. Identify all City departments that generate revenue from outside sources, such as, service fees,
asset recovery charges, fines, and taxes.
3. Visit department/divisions and observe processes, as applicable, related to:
a. Capturing each transaction that results in a source of revenue/receivable;
b. Timing of revenue/receivable recognition;
c. All applicable accounting entries;
d. Billing systems for monies owed the City; and
e. Monitoring and collection of accounts receivable, including supporting documentation.
4. Review policies and procedures and other documents
5. Perform a high-level review of computer system processes used to collect revenue.
6. Review for adequate segregation of duties. Ensure person responsible for maintaining the A/R
subledger does not have access to billing documentation or cash remittances OR ensure adequate
compensating controls exist. Consider extracting user profiles for these functions and compare
for reasonableness.
a. Compare accounts receivable customer names with the organization’s employee file and list
activity in employee accounts receivable. Investigate for reasonableness.
7. Review the reconciliation between the A/R subledger and General Ledger.
a. Ensure reconciliations are performed timely.
b. Ensure management have reviewed and approved.
c. Review for unreconciled differences or old reconciling amounts.
d. List all journal entries that reverse transactions of more than $100.
8. Analyze revenue trends and follow up with department personnel to identify the reasons for
1 | eidebailly.com
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variances from the trend or expected revenues.
9. Analyze receivable account balances and trends to identify collection problems or errors.
10. Determine whether "receivable insurance" or collection agencies are used by the City. Ensure
procedures exist to require all such collections be directly deposited in City bank accounts.
11. Review Credit Memos, Write-Offs, and A/R Reserve for management review and approval.
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CITYWIDE BUDGET MONITORING AUDIT
Objective:
To test internal control structure of the budget monitoring process to ensure approval of budget authorizations,
monitoring, proper use of methods and procedures, and transactions are timely and accurate.
For the purposes of this audit, budget monitoring is the process of: 1. Reviewing actual revenues and expenses
for correct and timely posting, and timely correction of errors. 2. Comparing budgeted revenues and expenses
with year-to-date actual and projected year-end revenues and expenses and analyzing areas of concern.
Potential budget variances and the causes are reported to management for corrective action.

Areas to Consider:
 Expenditures were being monitored against departmental budget authorizations, using proper methods and
procedures.


Appropriate budgets are established that are consistent with the organization's strategic plan and financial
forecasts.



A suitable budgetary control framework has been developed.



Managers are provided with suitable expenditure reports.



Appropriate management accounts (reporting system) are produced to enable department directors to
effectively monitor the organization's financial position.

Audit Procedures
1. Determine if the budget process is supported by policies and procedures.
2. Review and document the budget development, review and administration process.
3. Obtain and evaluate all budget planning documents to ensure compliance with local policy and
state law. Include (budget calendars, budget training documents, staffing or other allocation
formulas used to prepare City and departmental budgets.
4. Document how the Board is informed of budget matters throughout the year, when and how the
Board is apprised of activities which may affect the City's performance, and how they prepare for
the next budget cycle.
5. Document the manner in which community input is obtained; through public hearings, advisory
councils, etc.
6. Obtain budget reports supplied to the board on an ongoing basis.
a. Develop a matrix of budget adjustments, include: who is involved in the process, how the
mid-year adjustments are managed, are budget adjustments signed pre- approved and are
they distributed to the board?
b. Identify budget inconsistencies with the City’s strategic plan, goals and objectives. How are
budgets and expenditures evaluated for inconsistencies?
c. Document the process of analyzing budget variances, both under and over budget.
7. Obtain and examine board/ committee minutes and confirm there is evidence of reviews of
revenue and expenditure and that appropriate action is taken in response to adverse variances or
identified problems.
8. Select a sample of monitoring reports and confirm evidence of formal review by budget holders
1 | eidebailly.com
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and that corrective action has been taken, where appropriate.
a. Examine evidence that reports automatically highlight variances to ensure budget holders’
attention is directed where action may be required.
9. Potentially create and administer a Budget survey to all departments to solicit feedback on the
budget monitoring process.
a. are they provided with regular monitoring reports?
b. are the monitoring reports made available within a time period that allows effective
corrective action to be taken where necessary (e.g. within 4 weeks of the end of a month)?
c. are they provided with adequate financial training to ensure they have the necessary skills to
manage budgets?
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STAFF REPORT
Report To: Audit Committee

Meeting Date: January 6, 2020

Staff Contact: Audrey Donovan, Senior Manager, Eide Bailly, LLP
Agenda Title: For Discussion Only: Update and discussion on the status of Fee Structure Review for Parks &

Recreation and Community Development. (Sheri Russell, SRussell@carson.org)

Staff Summary: Representatives from Eide Bailly, LLP will be providing an update regarding the Parks &

Recreation and Community Development Fee Structure Review.

Agenda Action: Other/Presentation

Time Requested: 10 minutes

Proposed Motion
No Action – Discussion Only

Board’s Strategic Goal
Efficient Government

Previous Action
N/A

Background/Issues & Analysis
The audit is assessing whether fees for key services cover the cost of services, where applicable.
Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation
N/A

Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact?

Yes

No

If yes, account name/number:
Is it currently budgeted?

Yes

No

Explanation of Fiscal Impact: N/A
Alternatives
N/A
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Final Version: 12/04/15

Board Action Taken:
Motion: ______________________________

1) _________________
2) _________________

Aye/Nay
________
________
________
________
________

___________________________
(Vote Recorded By)
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